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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

INFLUENCES OF FUNCTIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS ON
BIOMECHANICS FOLLOWING AN ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT (ACL)
RECONSTRUCTION
Objective: The aims of this research were to identify gaps in the literature related to
return to sport (RTS) test batteries following primary anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLR) (Aim 1) and define recovery in athletes from 4-9 months after
ACLR across three domains: 1) psychological recovery and biomechanics (Aim 2), 2)
rehabilitation quantity and biomechanics (Aim 3), and 3) functional performance and
biomechanics (Aim 4). Ultimately, the results of this research would quantify recovery
following ACLR in athletes with a desire to RTS and identify objective criteria
throughout rehabilitation prior to RTS.
Participants: Twenty-two post-ACLR athletes 17 females, 8 males, age: 16.22 ± 2.83,
height: 1.70 ± 0.08, mass: 65.18 ± 10.28, BMI: 22.90 ± 3.66) completed the study
protocol.
Methods: For Aim 1, a systematic review of the literature related to the current test
batteries reported in the literature was performed to determine how the batteries align
with the recommendation made by the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons
(AAOS). In Aims 2-4, a longitudinal design with 4-months, 4-6-months, 6-months, and
9-months post-ACLR were used for all subjects in the study. At 4-months, subjects
completed patient reported outcomes PROs including the International Knee
Documentation Committee (IKDC) and the ACL-Return to Sport after Injury (ACL-RSI)
scales. From 4-6-months, subjects completed a four-question survey once per week about
the quantity of rehabilitation and exercise sessions completed. Subjects performed a
functional assessment at 6-months including knee flexion and extension range of motion
(ROM), a 60-second single leg step down test (SLSD), and trunk test. Finally, subjects
underwent a biomechanical assessment during a commonly performed drop vertical jump
(DVJ) task.
Main Outcome Measures: Outcome measures were assessed across the four domains. The
first domain included subjective and objective RTS assessments in subjects following
ACLR. The second domain represented a subjective assessment from the IKDC and
ACL-RSI. The third domain represented the quantity of rehabilitation on a scale of 0-7
ii

days per week. The questions inquired about supervised physical therapy (PT), home
exercise program (HEP), lifting, and running. The final domain represented functional
performance as assessed by knee ROM, the SLSD, and the trunk test. Domains 2-4 are all
assessed in relation to hip and knee kinetics and kinematics using three-dimensional
motion analysis during a DVJ task.
Statistical Analysis: Aim 1: no formal statistics were utilized in the systematic review
other than percentages. In Aims 2-4, Pearson product-moment correlations were
performed to assess the relationship between IKDC, ACL-RSI, rehabilitation quantity,
knee ROM, SLSD, and trunk test to knee extensor moment (KEM), knee valgus angle
(KVA), and hip adduction angle (HAA) during the DVJ at peak ground reaction force
(GRF).
Results: Aim 1: The most implemented functional assessments were a hop test,
quadriceps strength test, and a PRO. However, no study met all criteria recommended by
the AAOS. Aim 2: The 4-month IKDC and ACL-RSI were not significantly related to the
9-month KEM, KVA, or HAA during the DVJ. However, a large amount of variability
existed within the PROs and biomechanics. Aim 3: Non-significant results were observed
between rehabilitation quantity, however a small relationship between running and lifting
to supervised PT was revealed. Additionally, a small non-significant relationship was
observed between running, lifting, and HEP to a decreased KVA. Aim 4: There was a
significant moderate negative relationship between increased knee ROM and increased
KEM. Additionally, a moderate positive relationship was observed between increased
step downs on the injured limb and decreased KVA. Finally, there was a significant
moderate positive relationship between increased errors on the trunk test and increased
HAA.
Conclusions: Gaps in the literature exist between what is recommended and what is
currently practiced. The assessments implemented in the current study are recommended
from both previous literature and the AAOS. Although non-significant, early PROs and
rehabilitation quantity may be critical as protocols increase dynamic activity from 4-6months. Increased fear and decreased overall self-reported function may be detrimental to
recovery following ACLR. Reduced supervised PT was reported as increases in HEP
occurred, indicating the importance of non-supervised rehabilitation and its potential to
reduce biomechanical deficits associated with increased injury risk. Additionally,
clinically applicable functional assessments utilized in this study all moderately related to
a specific aspect of function that can be addressed clinically without the use of a motion
capture system. Early assessment of psychological and physical function may better
guide rehabilitation for safer movement patterns and potentially lower the risk of injury at
the time of RTS.
KEYWORDS: anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, return to sport, biomechanics,
functional test
Chelsey E. Roe_______
______7/17/2020______
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Chapter 1: Introduction and specific aims
1.1 Statement of the problem
Despite participation in physical therapy, athletes often present with functional
and psychological impairments up to two years following an anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLR).1,2 There are three possible reasons for these persistent
impairments. First, athletes may not complete an adequate quantity of physical therapy.
Higher-level activities begin between 3 and 6 months after surgery including running and
jumping activities.3,4 However, with rehabilitation discharge at approximately 6 months
and return to sport (RTS) clearance not recommended until 9 months, adherence to
rehabilitation is critical to a successful RTS. Second, the relationship between
psychological and physical function has not been well defined. Although relationships
between self-reported outcomes and objective functional tests have been described,5,6 the
mechanistic link between self-reported outcomes and secondary injury risk has yet to be
determined.7 Third, functional tests are not specific enough to identify the necessary
constructs of recovery as advocated by the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgery
(AAOS) or previous literature.4,8,9 According to the literature regarding secondary injury
risk, multiple factors should be included in future assessments. These factors include a
measure trunk control, quadriceps control, quadriceps strength, and range of motion as
compared to the uninjured limb.
Patients continue to perform poorly on current self-reported and functional tests at
the time of RTS.10 However to combat these failure rates, early testing may be necessary
to identify those who go on to have future difficulties. Biomechanical asymmetries
1

during dynamic activities have predicted athletes who sustain a secondary injury.11 Thus,
there is a critical need to develop clinical assessments that not only identify impairments
but also determine which athletes go on to perform with faulty mechanics. The proposed
study will establish a greater insight into early modifiable outcomes and identify the
factors that contribute to an athlete’s biomechanics nine months following ACLR.
1.2 Justification of Research
As high-level activities begin in rehabilitation from 3-6 months, 3,4 it is
appropriate for athletes to begin running and jumping tasks. Positive associations have
been documented between adherence to rehabilitation programs and clinical outcomes.12
Changes in the health care climate have caused visits to be limited in physical therapy.
Therefore, it is necessary for athletes to complete rehabilitation outside of formal
physical therapy however, patient compliance to rehabilitation drops for each month that
passes after surgery.13,14 Further, mechanics including knee extensor moment do not
improve solely based on time alone after the completion of formal rehabilitation.15 Often,
end phase rehabilitation is not extensive enough to expose the athlete to specific training
loads to prepare them for the physical, psychological, and neuro-cognitive stresses during
athletic activities.16 Although, a lack of formal rehabilitation does not mean poor
outcomes. Functional outcomes improve with increased adherence however, it is
unknown how much total rehabilitation an athlete completes and how that affects their
quality of movement.
Patient reported outcome (PROs) such as the International Knee Documentation
Committee (IKDC) and the ACL-Return to Sport after Injury (ACL-RSI) scales have
been associated with physical function such as poor quadriceps strength5,6 and hop testing
2

results.17,18 Fear of reinjury may lead to an altered high-risk movement strategy at the
time of RTS. Further, low scores on the IKDC were indicative of failure on common
functional tests.19 Little work exists that determines the relationship between early selfreported outcomes and mechanics associated with reinjury risk following ACLR.7,20
Objective criteria in test batteries are limited due to their lack of
multidimensionality (Roe 2018, pilot data). Both the AAOS and previous literature
suggest implementation of multiple criteria. No study exists that tests these criteria in a
single battery. Additionally, current functional test batteries do not identify specific
deficits that may exist prior to RTS. Single leg hop testing for example has been
questioned on its ability to predict injury.21 Although these tests can be valuable
benchmarks for recovery, it is difficult to derive meaning from the asymmetries.21
Clinically applicable functional tests that offer clinicians and athletes specific deficits to
address are necessary for a successful RTS. The novel test battery presented will be safe
to administer early in the clinic that targets specific impairments.
This dissertation will define recovery between 3 domains of recovery 1)
psychosocial measures including the IKDC and ACL-RSI, 2) activity level between four
and six months post operatively, and 3) objective functional tests at six months including
the single leg step down test, trunk test, strength test (hand held dynamometer), and range
of motion. This project aims to determine the effect of activity level on functional tests,
determine how psychosocial factors contribute to return to competition, and to use
clinical measures at six months post-operatively to establish a predictive model at nine
months following ACL reconstruction. The overall purpose of this dissertation is to
identify factors that contribute to an individual’s ability to return to sport over the first
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year of recovery after an ACL reconstruction that may lead to a safe return to
competition.
1.3 Specific Aims
The Specific Aims of his dissertation research comprised the following:
Aim 1: Identify the patient reported outcomes (PROs) at four months that predict
double limb DVJ and single leg hurdle biomechanics at nine months following an
ACLR.
We hypothesize that increased self-reported function on the International Knee
Documentation Committee (IKDC) scale and decreased fear on the ACL Return to Sport
after Injury (ACL-RSI) will be predictive of a more symmetrical performance during a
SLH and DVJ nine months after surgery. Athletes with fewer self-reported difficulties
will have fewer biomechanical asymmetries in knee extensor moment, knee flexion
angle, hip flexion angle, hip internal rotation moment, and increased trunk flexion angle
at initial contact. The impact of this aim will allow healthcare providers the ability to
utilize PROs to identify athletes with early self-reported impairments that are predictive
of poor mechanics at RTS.
Aim 2: Define the effect of rehabilitation quantity from four to six months on drop
vertical jump (DVJ) and single leg hurdle biomechanics at nine months following an
ACLR.
We hypothesize that athletes with a lower rehabilitation quantity will have more
biomechanical asymmetries including decreased knee extensor moment, knee flexion
angle, hip flexion angle, hip external rotation moment, and increased trunk flexion angle
at initial contact during a single leg hurdle task (SLH) and a double leg drop vertical
4

jump (DVJ). Rehabilitation quantity will be determined via weekly surveys and athletes
will be divided into high, medium, and low activity groups. This aim will identify those
who do not adhere to rehabilitation four to six months post-operatively and have poor
mechanics nine months following surgery. The impact of this aim will inform healthcare
providers and athletes on the effects of not adhering to rehabilitation can have on
mechanics at the time of RTS.
Aim 3: Identify functional tests at six months that influence biomechanics at nine
months following ACLR.
We hypothesize that athletes with fewer deficits on the functional tests at six months will
have fewer biomechanical deficits at nine months. The biomechanical assessment
includes decreased knee extensor moment, knee flexion angle, hip flexion angle, hip
internal rotation moment, and increased trunk flexion angle at initial contact during the
SLH and DVJ. The functional tests include quadriceps strength, a 60-second single leg
step down test (SLSD), a novel test of trunk control, and range of motion (ROM). The
impact of this aim will allow healthcare providers to assess athletes in the clinic prior to
RTS that are predictive of future biomechanical asymmetries.
1.4 Organization of Dissertation
The main findings of this dissertation (Chapters 4-6) detail the three distinct aims
conducted over a period of 4 years at the University of Kentucky. Each aim is written in
manuscript format for publication in peer-reviewed journals.
The literature review (Chapter 2) provides the background and motivation for this
dissertation. Chapter 3 is a systematic review that describes the traditional functional and
self-reported assessments administered to athletes prior to return to sport. Chapters 4-6
5

were part of a longitudinal study of individuals after unilateral primary ACLR with
assessments at four, six, and nine months post-operatively. Chapter 4 determined the
predictive ability of self-reported function and fear on biomechanics during both a single
and double limb task. Chapter 5 defined the effect of rehabilitation quantity on landing
mechanics during a single and double limb task. Chapter 6 determined the predictive
ability of functional assessments at six months to landing mechanics at nine months postoperatively. Chapter 7 highlights the outcomes of Chapters 4-6, discusses limitations of
the findings, and future directions for additional studies.
1.5 Operational definitions
Throughout the study, the following definitions will be used:
1. Return to sport: The ability of an athlete to return to unrestricted competitive
previous level of activity following an ACLR.
2. Rehabilitation quantity: The amount of physical therapy and exercise sessions an
athlete completes in both the clinic and at home including running and lifting
weight.
3. Functional testing: Physical assessments to identify deficits or asymmetries that
may hinder an athlete’s ability to safely return to sport.
1.6 Assumptions
The primary assumptions for this dissertation are as follows:
1. Subjects answered PROs honestly and to the best of their ability.
2. Subjects answered the weekly activity tracking survey as honestly as possible and
to the best of their ability.
3. Subjects gave their maximal effort for each task.
6

4. Subjects performed the jumping tasks correctly.
5. Subjects have a similar sports history/experience.
1.7 Delimitations
1. Subjects were males and females between the ages of 12-30.
2. Subjects participated in level one or two sports prior to or at the time of injury.
3. Participants had no prior history of ACLR or lower extremity surgery.
4. Subjects had no other ligamentous repair at the time of the ACLR.
5. Subjects with or without meniscus pathology were included.
6. The same clinician placed the markers on each subject.
1.8 Limitations
1. Subjects self-reported their weekly activity level.
2. The activity tracking has not been validated.
3. Subjects were all young, active individuals and may not be generalizable to all
ACLR patients.
4. Multiple testers collected four- and six-month data.
1.9 Abbreviations
ACL = Anterior Cruciate Ligament
ACLR = Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction
RTS = Return to Sport
AAOS = American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons
PRO = Patient Reported Outcome
ACL-RSI = ACL Return to Sports after Injury Scale
IKDC = International Knee Documentation Committee
7

BPTB = Bone Patellar Tendon Bone
SLSD = Single Leg Step Down Test
ROM = Range of Motion
SLH = Single Leg Hurdle
DVJ = Drop Vertical Jump
KEM = Knee Extensor Moment
KAM = Knee Abduction Moment
GRF = Ground Reaction Force
KVA = Knee Valgus Angle
HAA = Hip Adduction Angle

8

Chapter 2: Literature Review
The purpose of this review is to describe the prevalence, graft types, postoperative rehabilitation, activity level, functional testing, single leg landing
biomechanics, double leg landing biomechanics, and patient reported outcomes of ACL
reconstructed individuals.
2.1 Prevalence of Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injury and Reconstruction
Incidence of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries is on the rise with more
than 250,000 injuries occurring in the United States annually and approximately 150,000
undergoing ACL reconstruction (ACLR).22,23 The current standard for an ACL injury in
the United States is a reconstruction for active individuals to return to preinjury activity
level. The incidence of ACLR has increased particularly in females as well as those
younger than 20 years old.24 Patients typically return to sport between 6-12 months
following surgery. However, young individuals present with deficits up to two years after
and ACLR.2 The rate of secondary injury is as high as 29.5% within the first 24 months
after a reconstruction.25 These trends suggest future increases in the incidence of ACL
injury and reconstruction.
2.2 Graft Types
Orthopedic surgeons have a variety of grafts to choose from upon deciding
surgical reconstruction for an individual including allograft or autograft. Each graft
option has its advantages and disadvantages. Following an allograft reconstruction
patients have a faster post-operative recovery and decreased pain.26 However, risk of
graft failure is 14.1 times higher using an allograft compared to an autograft in patients
9

participating in high level activities.26,27 This suggests that young active patients may
benefit from an autograft.28,29
In skeletally mature individuals, autografts are typically harvested from the
patient’s hamstring or patellar tendon.30 Completing ACLR with the bone-patellartendon-bone (BPTB) autografts have shown to be superior in restoring stability of the
knee joint and allowing patients to return to higher levels of activity than a hamstring
autograft.31,32 However, there is no difference in clinical outcome scores and rate of
failure.29,33,34 Autograft harvesting can affect post-operative rehabilitation and certain
factors should be considered including pain at graft site and muscle weakness.35 Anterior
knee pain and kneeling pain occur more commonly in those with BPTB autograft.34,36 For
the hamstring autograft, resisted hamstring activities should not be performed for 12
weeks after surgery. Graft choice should be made following patient education,
expectation, and based on the patient’s goals and the surgeon’s experience.37
2.3 Post-operative Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation following an ACLR is extensive and the duration of recovery can
vary. Post-operative rehabilitation goals begin with minimizing swelling and pain with
the use of modalities and cryotherapy.35 Immediate weight bearing, patella mobility,
flexion range of motion, and full extension are emphasized, in addition to ensuring the
incisions are clean and healing appropriately.38,39 Progressive loading of the involved
limb should occur on a weekly basis. However, other concomitant injuries and repairs
may affect the rehabilitation progression. It has been recommended that patient’s weight
bear locked at 0 degrees then progress to unlocking the brace. Unlocking can occur if the
patient demonstrates a straight leg raise without a lag and can ambulate with a normal
10

gait pattern. 35,38 Impairments in quadriceps strength is greatest in the months following
surgery, suggesting the need for effective rehabilitation and objective assessments.35,40
The restoration of strength and neuromuscular control should be dictated by the
progress of the patient. This phase occurs from the first month to the end of
rehabilitation. There should be an emphasis on proper technique and avoiding
compensatory mechanisms, strengthening, neuromuscular training, proprioception, and
cardiovascular endurance.38,39,41 Goal-based criteria should be incorporated into the
rehabilitation protocol as there are individual differences in neuromotor learning and
flexibility after ACLR.41 A shift has occurred from time-based to goal-based
rehabilitation ensuring a patient-tailored progression.42 If patients meet these goals, they
should be confirmed with objective tests prior to returning to sport.
No conclusive evidence exists for any tests or batteries to accurately identify
athletes at high risk of reinjury.41 In a systematic review, only 35 of 264 articles utilized
some measurable objective criteria prior to clearance to return to sport.8 Of the test
batteries most commonly implemented, no differences have been identified on functional
test performance between those who successfully returned to sport and those who went
on to sustain a second injury.20 The reinjury rate has reported to be 29.5% within the first
24 months after surgery, 25,43 suggesting the need to develop a clinical assessment to
identify deficits for athletes who intend on returning to sport.
Although goal-based rehabilitation should be implemented, studies are lacking
objective criteria of when patients can return to sport. Dempsey et al.,44 observed most
patients returned to unrestricted physical activity at an average of 7.2 months after
ACLR. Only 26.7% of patients felt ready to return to preinjury activity level upon
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completion of physical therapy and clearance. It is unclear if patients would continue to
demonstrate impairments at nine months.44 It has been suggested that most patients were
not ready to return to sport 8 months after surgery.45 Grindem et al., 13 determined the
reinjury rate was reduced by 51% for each month that RTS was delayed until 9 months
after surgery. It has been suggested that waiting 2 years is optimal to safely return to
sport.46 However, if impairments can be identified and addressed in rehabilitation, it may
be safe to return to sport earlier than two years.
2.4 Activity Level
As high-level activities begin in rehabilitation from 3-6 months,3,4 it is appropriate
for athletes to begin running and jumping activities. Positive associations have been
documented between adherence to rehabilitation programs and clinical outcomes.12
Changes in the health care climate have caused visits to be limited in physical therapy.
Patient compliance to rehabilitation drops for each month that passes after surgery.13,14
Further, mechanics including knee extensor moment does not improve solely based as a
result of time alone after the completion of formal rehabilitation.15 Often, end phase
rehabilitation is not extensive enough to expose the athlete to specific training loads to
prepare them for the physical, psychological, and neuro-cognitive stresses during athletic
activities.16 Although, a lack of formal rehabilitation does not mean poor outcomes. It is
known that functional outcomes improve with increased adherence, it is unknown how
the volume of rehabilitation and exercises an athlete completes affects their quality of
movement and risk of reinjury.
2.5 Patient Reported Outcomes
International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC)
12

Patient reported outcomes (PROs) have become increasingly popular to track and
evaluate outcomes in healthcare settings. The International Knee Documentation
Committee (IKDC) is one of the most commonly used PROs when assessing patients
following an ACLR.9 The IKDC has been shown to be reliable and valid measure in this
population.47 The IKDC contains three subscales including symptom, function, and sports
activity which addresses many of the symptoms and patient reported responses identified
by patients as being predictive of poor patient satisfaction.48 Additionally, the items on
the IKDC outperformed another commonly utilized assessment, the Knee Injury and
Osteoarthritis Score, which reflected patients’ most important concerns following
ACLR49 The scale is scored from 0 (poor functioning knee) to 100 (no knee problems).47
The patient acceptable symptom state score is 75.9, however this average was determined
by patients who were an average of 3 years post-operative.50 Irrgang et al.,47 observed no
floor effects of the IKDC and only 0.2% had a ceiling effect of only one patient that had a
perfect score. Further, changes greater than nine points represents a true change in
scores.47 Therefore, this assessment may be the most appropriate option for athletes
returning to sport.
Up to two-thirds of athletes may not return to their preinjury level of sport,
leading to investigation into other factors that influence return to sport.51 The subjective
assessments that athletes make about their own ability to return to sport may influence
their functional outcomes.51 Athletes with a score higher than 93 on the IKDC
represented a high positive likelihood to return to sport, where an average score of 78
occurred in athletes who did not return to sport.52 Additionally, a score greater than 94.8
predicted increased quadriceps strength symmetry and increased readiness to return to
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sport.53 This score is very similar to healthy individuals in which a score of 95.2 indicts a
nearly normal functional knee.47 Low IKDC scores were indicative of failure on a return
to sport test battery at 6 months following surgery.19 Further, hop testing significantly
correlated with IKDC scores, however less than a quarter of the variability for the IKDC
scores were explained by the hop scores.54 Exploring the relationship between IKDC
scores and physical function prior to return to sport may provide clinicians with valuable
information regarding an athlete’s progress. Thus, the IKDC may be valuable to
implement prior to full release to return to sport.
ACL-RSI
Poor psychological responses including fear have been the most cited reasons for
not returning to sport.51,55 The ACL Return to Sport after Injury (ACL-RSI) scale was
created to assess emotions, confidence, and risk appraisal following an ACLR.56 The
scale was shown to have acceptable reliability.56 The participants who gave up sport
scored significantly lower on the scale than those who were planning to return to sport.56
The ACL-RSI is scored on a scale of 0 to 100 with higher scores indicating more
psychological readiness.56 A score of less than 56 at four months may indicate an
increased risk of not returning to preinjury level of sport.51 The ACL-RSI was the
measure with the best discriminative capabilities with regard to return to sport.51
Although the ACL-RSI is only twelve questions, a shortened and version was created to
eliminate redundant items and reduce patient burden.57 Athletes who score above a 60 at
six months are highly likely to return to sport, whereas athletes who score less than 39 are
not likely to return by 12 months.57
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Psychological recovery should be incorporated into the return to sport decision.51
It may be a relevant tool to identify athletes who may be at risk of not returning to sport
and those at a higher risk to sustain a second ACL injury.51,58 Few studies have
determined the association between fear and functional performance.6,7,59 Patients with
greater fear present with increased asymmetries in strength and functional performance
leading to an increased risk of future ACL injury6,7 One previous study has assessed the
relationship between kinematics during a drop vertical jump and fear.60 The most
important finding was the significant relationship between decreased sagittal plane
motion and increased fear. This association alludes to a stiffened movement pattern with
fear-avoidance behaviors that may be a risk factor for future ACL injury.60 Further work
on movement patterns and psychological readiness are necessary to determine how fear
can effect biomechanics at the time of return to sport.
2.6 Functional Testing
Assessing patient function following ACLR is critical to determine progress and
readiness to return to sport. The creation of a clinically applicable functional test battery
is necessary to determine the deficits that may exist prior to the time of return to sport.
The following tests identify different aspects of function that are essential to a successful
and safe return to sport.
Single Leg Step Down Test
The single leg step down test (SLSD) is a measure of functional capacity and
neuromuscular control requiring repeated loading of the quadriceps.61 To complete the
SLSD, patients are asked to stand atop a 0.2 m wooden box and perform as many single
leg step downs as possible in 60 seconds. A scale is placed directly in front of the box
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and the subjects are instructed to make heel contact with the non-weight bearing limb
with each step down. Step downs were not counted if the subject contacted the scale with
greater than 10% body weight, did not reach the scale with their heel, or did not return to
the upright position between step downs. Worse performance has been correlated with
hip muscle weakness and poor trunk control, meaning the test has potential implications
for injury prevention and treatment.62 In patients after ACLR, SLSD performance
predicted improved sagittal plane knee biomechanics during running six months
following surgery.61 Successfully determining the predictability using an objective
assessment is critical as there is a need to standardize return to sport criteria.
Additionally, SLSD symmetry significantly correlated to the Tampa Scale of
Kinesiophobia (TSK-11) suggesting a strong relationship between dynamic repeated knee
flexion and fear of injury or movement six months following ACLR (Roe). Future studies
should include tests that can be easily administered early and throughout rehabilitation to
observe improvements.
Trunk Test
Poor trunk control has been associated with lower extremity injuries including
increased risk of knee injury.63-66 Numerous tests of core endurance have been described
for assessing stability in healthy individuals and athletic populations.67,68 A plank is an
isometric endurance test that does not take dynamic control into consideration. However,
dynamic control is required for sporting activities that result in perturbations of the
athlete’s body outside their base of support. If the center of mass falls outside the base of
support, recovery may not be possible resulting in a collapse.63,69
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Therefore, a new test of trunk control has been designed. Patients sit on a wobble
board placed on a solid surface with their feet approximately 0.1 m off the ground. Each
patient has one-minute to become aquatinted with the board which serves as practice. The
patients completed three 30 second trials with their eyes closed and are asked to stand up
in between each trial. Performance on the trunk test was measured as the amount of total
errors that occurred during each 30-second trial. An error occurred if the patient opened
their eyes, uncrossed their arms or ankles, or if the edge of the wobble board touched the
plinth. In healthy subjects, the test was found to have excellent intra-rater reliability, 0.87,
and interrater reliability, >0.99 (cite). Patients six months after ACLR were observed to
have significantly more errors then the healthy patients (cite). Future studies are needed
to determine the predictive ability of the test and to determine the improvements that
occur at multiple time points as it is safe to administer early following surgery.
Range of Motion
Achieving full knee range of motion (ROM) equivalent to the uninvolved limb is
emphasized early to regain function after ACLR.70 The three most frequent impairments
after surgery are quadriceps weakness, flexion contracture, and patellofemoral pain that
are associated with stiffness, decreased ROM, and the need for a manipulation.71-73 Early
post-operative rehabilitation goals for ROM are to regain full extension and a minimum
of 120° of knee flexion by week four.35,38 Minor loses in knee extension has been
reported to effect the patient’s subjective and objective function including weaker
quadriceps and increased risk of post-operative complications.35,74,75 Knee motion deficits
have been determined as a contributing factor of self-reported function at 3, 6, and 12
months post-operatively.76,77 However, Lentz et al. reported no differences in flexion or
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extension knee ROM at a one year follow up between those who did and did not return to
sport. Although no differences were reported, there are no reports of how the patient’s
range of motion recovered over the span of a year and how that can affect return to sport.
Future studies should include ROM over the course of a year to determine its effect on
return to sport. Additionally, determining the contribution ROM has on prediction models
will allow for earlier recognition of patients who may need additional targeted
rehabilitation.
Quadriceps Strength
Quadriceps weakness is among the neuromuscular deficiencies that persist after
ACLR.78 Strength and function are impaired early following surgery that are affected by
arthrogenic muscle inhibition.79 Early in rehabilitation, neuromuscular stimulation has
been used to augment quadriceps strength to recruit the motor neurons to produce better
strength gains then exercise alone.80,81 Deficits persist months to years after surgery
despite continued efforts to achieve symmetrical quadriceps strength throughout
rehabilitation and gains made in the first 6 months.39,79,82 Further deficits are observed
during hop testing and biomechanics in those with decreased quadriceps strength.83 The
quadriceps are critical to dynamic joint stability and weakness of the muscle group is
related to decreased function, altered performance, and persistent movement
asymmetries.5,25,83,84 Quadriceps strength deficits are a significant predictor of knee
reinjury in an active population.13 Additionally, quadriceps strength has been related to
patient reported outcomes.53 The importance of regaining strength is consistently
emphasized and should be evaluated throughout rehabilitation. Researchers have
promoted the isokinetic dynamometer as the best tool for isometric quadriceps
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strength.53,85,86 However, the dynamometer is expensive and requires additional skills to
administer the test. To increase the feasibility of objectively assessing quadriceps
strength, utilization of a handheld dynamometer (HHD) is indicated in a clinical setting.
Using a HHD with an external belt-fixation has been found to be reliable and
reproducible.87 Therefore, future studies should include objective quadriceps strength
measures using a HHD at various time points after ACLR.
Single Limb Hurdle Test
A commonly implemented functional assessment includes four single leg hop
tests. These tests have been questioned on their ability to predict injury21 or identify
differences between those who go on to sustain a second injury and those who do not.16,88
Hegedus et al.,21 reported mixed evidence for criterion validity of the ability of the hop
tests to predict functional outcome or future injury. Although the series of hops may
provide information on progression throughout rehabilitation, it is difficult to draw
conclusions from their results. Abrams et al.,89 determined that the hop tests all averaged
greater than 90% LSI at 6- and 9-months post operatively, however there are differences
compared to healthy controls, calling into question if LSI is appropriate criteria for RTS.
In addition to a quantitative assessment, quality of movement is recognized as an
important factor that should be evaluated following ACLR.90,91 As males and females
differ in movement patterns, quality of movement should be included. However, motion
analysis is expensive and time consuming to process and detect asymmetries.92 There is a
need for simple, clinician friendly movement assessments for patients after ACLR.
2.7 Single Limb Landing Biomechanics
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After ACLR, patients demonstrate mechanical changes that occur following
primary ACLR. Single limb tasks are commonly implemented functional assessments
prior to return to sport10,93 Evaluation of quality of movement provides information of
how an athlete is moving and may identify an athlete at high risk for a second injury.91
Kinematic, kinetic, and ground reaction force variables are included in this literature
review of single limb landings. The operative limb has been assessed at different time
points compared to the non-operative limb and healthy controls to evaluate the lower
extremity at the time of return to sport.
Sagittal Plane Kinematics
Many studies have investigated sagittal plane kinematics of the knee following
ACLR. Commonly reported variables are trunk, hip, and knee flexion at initial contact
(IC) and peak flexion angles, and knee flexion excursion during landing. Single limb
landings are distinct from double limb as movement asymmetries are most identified
including asymmetrical knee, hip, and trunk flexion.94
Decreased sagittal plane joint flexion greatly influences ACL loading and can
generate significant shear forces on the ACL.95,96 Altered movement patterns have been
suggested to stem from a decreased knee extensor moment and deficits may be the result
of a compensatory force absorption strategy.97 At IC, ACL reconstructed knees four
months’ post-operatively demonstrated significantly greater knee extension then
contralateral knees.98 At five months ACLR knees revealed significantly less knee flexion
at IC compared with contralateral knees.99 From five months to twelve, knee flexion at IC
increased upon landing in the injured limb, however decreased in the contralateral knee.99
Healthy participants demonstrate an average of 16.92±13.02° of knee flexion at IC,100
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whereas ACLR limbs demonstrate between 13.9±4.9° and 24.6±12.9° of knee
flexion.101,102 Peak knee flexion has been demonstrated consistently with ACLR
participants landing in a more extended position during the landing phase of a single limb
task compared to the contralateral limb.103,104 ACLR participants demonstrate peak knee
flexion between 37.0±9.7° to 67.6±8.8° and healthy participants ranging from
60.46±10.51° to 79.1±10.9° upon landing.100,102,105 Therefore, knee flexion angle upon
landing can offer valuable information about how an athlete is moving at the time of
return to sport.
At RTS (8 months), participants with high and low quadriceps strength
demonstrated asymmetry in knee flexion excursion.25 Further, ACLR participants at the
time of RTS with asymmetric mechanics demonstrated only 40.0 ± 7.9° of knee flexion
excursion compared to 51.1 ± 8.4° of the contralateral limb.94 Knee flexion is critical for
the absorption of impact forces when landing.106 Peak strain on the ACL occurs at a mean
of 71±7 ms in cadaveric specimens.107 For this reason, it may be appropriate to assess
athletes at initial contact during single limb landing tasks at the time of return to sport.
Hip flexion is critical to complete athletic tasks and attenuate the forces and
momentum experienced at the knee at ground contact.108 At IC, no significant difference
between limbs exist.102 The ACL reconstructed limb demonstrated slight increases in hip
flexion compared to the contralateral limb (32.1±6.7 vs 30.0 ± 5.9).101 However,
compared to healthy controls, hip flexion at IC was increased when landing from a height
(29.7 ± 9.0 vs 23.6 ± 6.5).102 No differences appear to exist between the injured and
contralateral limb or healthy controls at peak hip flexion angles.101,102 However, upon
completion of a single limb landing, it appears that female adopt a more stiff landing
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posture that includes less hip and knee flexion. This may suggest an increased demand on
the surrounding tissue i.e. ligaments.109
Neuromuscular control of the trunk is required for dynamic activities to ensure the
center of mass remains over the base of support.110 Poor control in the sagittal plane has
been associated with increased loading of the knee.63,111 Those with ACLR demonstrate
increased trunk flexion compared to healthy individuals, suggesting that increased flexion
angle may accommodate for decreased knee muscular capacities by shifting the ground
reaction force more anterior in relation to the knee.25,112 Involved limb peak trunk flexion
in those with asymmetrical trunk flexion demonstrated 21.7 ± 9.4° of flexion compared to
15.9 ± 8.1° in the contralateral limb.94 Further, deficits in postural stability have been
associated with secondary ACL injury risk. This indicates that altered involved limb
stability may limit the ability of the athlete to control the center of mass that leads to
subsequent injury.11
Frontal Plane Kinematics
Frontal plane loading during dynamic tasks has been identified as a risk factor for
ACL injury.113,114 Excessive frontal plane motion has the potential to affect the entire
lower extremity.115 At both IC and peak, the reconstructed limb was found to be
consistently adducted throughout the landing phase, but the differences were not
significant. At IC, the reconstructed limb was slightly more adducted than the
contralateral (0.87 ± 0.91º vs 0.65 ± 1.76º),98 whereas healthy control demonstrate slight
knee varus (1.55 ± 3.24º).100 At peak, knee adduction angle was increased as compared to
the contralateral limb (-3.9 ± 3.7 º vs -3.1 ± 6.1 º), however it was not significant.101
Similarly, the peak frontal plane angles were not significantly different compared to
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healthy knees (-3.9 ± 3.7 º vs -3.1 ± 3.2 º), although slightly increased.101 In 61 healthy
participants the average peak knee varus/valgus angle was 1.85 ± 4.67º.100 Females have
demonstrated increased knee abduction angle compared to their male counterparts.116
The ACLR subjects tended to land with increased values closer to the end ranges of
normal that may be an indicator of increased injury risk.
Peak hip adduction angles upon single limb landings appear contradicting in the
literature. One study observed increased involved limb hip adduction angle (9.0 ± 3.2º)
compared to both the contralateral limb (6.4 ± 3.4º) and healthy controls (0.8 ± 3.1º).117
However, in another study, no significant differences in hip frontal plane angles were
observed between ACLR and healthy participants (4.37 ± 5.04º vs 4.13 ± 4.46º).118
Further, Webster et al., observed a similar hip adduction angle between ACLR and
healthy participants (10.3 ± 3.9º vs 11.5 ± 3.8º).101 A lack differences between groups
may be beneficial to individuals with ACLR as increased hip adduction during landing
can cause collapse of the knee resulting in increased knee valgus that may lead to ACL
injury.116
Trunk lateral flexion has only recently been examined during a single limb
landing task.119 Previous studies have shown poor trunk control in the frontal plane was a
strong predictor of ligament injuries.63 ACLR participants have demonstrated an
additional 2.8º of frontal plane motion during a single leg landing task and 37.2% greater
asymmetry compared to the contralateral limb.119 Further, participants with poor
quadriceps strength demonstrated increased asymmetry in trunk motion that has been
demonstrated in previous studies.5,25,83,84,119
Transverse Plane Kinematics
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Transverse plane kinematics have been linked with increased ACL strain and
increased injury risk.107,113 Both in vivo and cadaveric studies report transverse plane
motion during a single limb landing task. Video analysis supports evidence for the
transverse plane affecting the lower extremity causing ACL injury.120
Excessive or abnormal rotation at the knee in either direction appears to be a risk
factor for ACL injury.100 Though studies have reported increased ACL strain during
internal rotation at the knee, with minimal increases during external rotation.107,121 Knee
valgus moments would have to be three times as large as the internal tibial torque
required to cause 8.5% ACL relative strain.107 In combination, with frontal plane motion
and decreased knee flexion, internal rotation substantially increases strain on the ACL
during the first 80 ms of landing.107 Healthy individuals land with 6.0 ± 4.33º of internal
rotation,100 whereas ACLR individuals land internally or externally rotated.101,118,122
Few studies have reported transverse plane hip kinematics during a single limb
landing task. Limited range of motion at the hip has been shown to be a contributing
factor to ACL injury risk.123,124 If an individual lands with the hip near its terminal
internal ROM, the peak strain will be systematically larger than if the hip is in mid-range
of internal rotation during IC.125 Average femoral range of motion upon landing is 15º in
healthy individuals.126,127 ACLR individuals peak hip internal rotation ranges from 5.0 ±
5.0º to 9.1 ± 10.6º, which is lower than the average healthy individual.101,118 Strain on the
ACL is higher when the joint is locked at zero degrees or stopped at seven degrees then
when it is free moving.127 Increased motion upon landing at the hip may decrease the
strain placed on the ACL. Therefore, rotation at the hip should be identified and reported
to better understand how transverse plane hip motion can affect the knee.
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Sagittal Plane Kinetics
Many studies have investigated sagittal plane kinetics following ACLR to inform
researchers and clinicians of the moments occurring at each joint during dynamic tasks.
Moments at the knee are reduced compared to the contralateral limb and healthy controls
upon landing.25,101,128 Knee extensor moment has been reported to range from 1.09 to
3.35 Nm/kg.101,118 Decreased knee extensor moment upon landing may be a result of a
compensatory force absorption strategy.97,129 At the time of return to sport, athletes who
demonstrated poor quadriceps strength also demonstrated poor landing mechanics
including knee extensor moment.25 Athletes with poor quadriceps strength predicted an
asymmetric knee extensor moment,25 however early strength and functional testing has
never been examined to predict knee extensor moment at the time of return to sport.
Increased flexion of the hip could result in reduced shear forces and increased
energy absorption.130,131 Females land more erect compared to males and increase loads
at the knee.108 Hip extensors can absorb over 20% of the body’s total kinetic energy in
females during a soft landing.132 Thus, the hip is an important contributor to loads at the
knee.133 Hip extensor moment during a single limb landing has been reported from 0.24 ±
0.06 to 1.90 ± 0.49 Nm/kg on the injured limb. However, no significant differences were
observed between the contralateral limb and only minor differences compared to healthy
comtrols.101,102 No differences were observed sagittal plane kinematics and kinetics.113
Frontal Plane Kinetics
Increased frontal plane moments have been identified as a risk factor for ACL
injury. It has been suggested that individuals use different landing strategies between
single and double limb landing tasks.134 Poor frontal plane biomechanics at the knee may
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expose individuals to a greater risk of traumatic knee injury.134 Knee abduction moments
were increased in the ACLR limb as compared with the healthy control, however
decreased when compared to the contralateral limb.101,118,135 A knee abduction moment of
0.85 ± 0.40 Nm/kg was observed in ACLR individuals, whereas healthy individuals were
observed between 0.07 ± 0.01 to 0.52 ± 0.40 Nm/kg.101,118 Interestingly, the contralateral
limb was reported as high as 1.03 ± 0.30 Nm/kg.101 In combination with sagittal and
transverse plane kinetics, the risk of secondary injury may be increased.
To date, few studies have reported frontal plane hip moments during a single limb
landing. A correlation between hip adduction moment and knee abduction moment was
noted in females who sustained an ACL injury.116 During a single leg hop for distance,
hip adduction did not differ between limbs or healthy controls.122 More studies should
report frontal plane hip moments to understand how hip frontal plane moments can affect
the knee at the time of return to sport.
Transverse Plane Kinetics
Increased transverse plane moments have been identified as a risk factor for ACL
injury both in vivo and cadaveric studies.107,122,136 Peak strain under internal tibial torque
combined with either varus or valgus was 192% greater than external tibial torque
combined with knee varus or valgus.107 Internal tibial rotation induced by internal tibial
torque plays a primary role in increasing ACL strain.107 During single limb landing, no
differences were observed between the ACLR limb to contralateral or healthy control
limb.122 Transverse plane motion is less commonly reported in the literature compared to
sagittal and frontal plane motion. It is subject to soft tissue artifact upon landing137 and
differences between limbs and controls may not be observed due to the small changes
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that occur in the transverse plane. However, when in combination with multiple planes,
injury risk is significantly increased.138,139
Few studies have reported transverse plane moments during a single limb landing
task. The gluteus maximus and medius act to stabilize the pelvis in all planes of
motion.133 Females demonstrate decreased values in hip external rotation strength
compared with males.67,140 One study reported no differences between the ACLR limb to
the contralateral and the control limb.122 Future studies should report on the transverse
plane as it is a key component to ACL injury.
Ground Reaction Forces
Ground reaction force (GRF) measures the force applied by an individual when
they are in contact with the force platforms. GRF in ACLR individuals focus on vertical
values that are dispersed throughout the kinetic chain. When comparing the GRF of the
ACLR limb to the contralateral limb at the time of RTS, the values were significantly
decreased.141 Additionally, the GRF was decreased in individuals that received a BPTB
autograft.141 A separate study compared GRF in athletes at the time of RTS and observed
no differences between healthy and controls.25 However, differences at RTS were
observed between ACLR and controls in previous studies.102,141 These findings suggest
an alteration in loading strategies of the involved limb. Furthermore, these results
observed at the time of RTS indicate individuals are returning to competitive sport with
deficits that may increase their risk of injury.
2.8 Drop Vertical Jump Biomechanics
Sagittal Plane Kinematics
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Sagittal plane motion is to be expected during dynamic activities to attenuate
forces at the knee upon ground contact.108 Limited flexion and landing in an upright
position is often acknowledged as a risk factor for ACL injury.107,108,113 A drop vertical
jump (DVJ) is commonly used method to evaluate lower extremity movement in ACL
research. The DVJ is a bilateral task with the primary goal is to absorb the landing impact
forces before performing a maximum vertical jump.142
Decreased knee flexion throughout the stance phase has been identified as a
component in the ACL injury mechanism by increasing the potential for anterior tibial
translation.136,143 At IC, knee flexion angle has been reported to be decreased compared to
healthy individuals, however not significant.144 Healthy individuals tend to land with 29.9
± 5.9º of knee flexion, where the ACLR limb has 26.3 ± 7.7º.144 Peak knee flexion for
individuals who went on to sustain an ACL injury (71.9 ± 12.0º) had significantly less
knee flexion than healthy individuals (82.4 ± 8.0º).116 As both IC and peak knee flexion
angles were decreased in the ACLR limb, knee flexion excursion was also decreased by
an average of 7º compared to healthy controls.143 Future work is needed to determine
mechanics at the time of return to sport to better understand movement at a critical time
following surgery.
Similar to knee flexion, decreased hip flexion angles add to the risk profile of
ACL injury. Individuals with ACLR tend to land in a more erect position (22.6 ± 5.8º) at
IC with less hip flexion compared to healthy controls (29.8 ± 7.7º).144 Decreased hip
flexion may inhibit the hip extensor muscles, increasing quadriceps extensor torques.133
Previous studies have reported no differences in hip flexion angles between males and
females.116,145 However, females demonstrated increased GRF which is in agreement with
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the findings be Decker et al.108 that females land with a stiffer landing. Additionally, hip
flexion excursion was decreased compared to healthy individuals, though it was not
significant.143,144 As hip and knee flexion work in conjunction to safely perform a task, it
should be included in the ACL injury profile assessment.
Proximal control strategies can influence the lower extremity and abnormal knee
joint loading. A previous report has demonstrated that trunk flexion during landing
produces increased hip and knee flexion,146 which may reduce ACL injury risk.22 This is
likely due to the fact that increased trunk flexion brings the trunk segment center of mass
closer to the knee joint, decreasing its contribution to knee loading.147 Paterno et al.11
determined that postural stability deficits are predictive of secondary ACL injury,
however trunk flexion during the DVJ was not reported.
Frontal Plane Kinematics
Frontal plane kinematics are commonly reported in the literature as increased
motion in in this plane can increase injury risk.113,116 The position of dynamic valgus is
described when the knee joint collapses medially.11 Quadriceps dysfunction may decrease
the lower extremities ability to resist motion in the frontal plane.148,149 Increased knee
valgus may be a compensatory force absorption mechanism.97 An increase in knee valgus
but a lack of change in GRF may indicate a decreased ability to resist the loading due to
poor quadriceps function.97 Athletes that go on to sustain an ACL injury demonstrate 8.4º
greater knee valgus at IC and 7.6º greater peak values than those who did not sustain an
ACL injury.116 ACLR patients who went on to sustain a second ACL injury demonstrated
an average of 16.2º of knee valgus while the remaining individuals demonstrated 12.1º.
Healthy individuals demonstrate only 8.71 ± 9.08º of peak valgus during a DVJ.100 Some
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healthy individuals may approach that of the injured which may be an indicator of
increased injury risk. Therefore, frontal plane kinematics are critical to assess at return to
sport.
In addition to frontal plane motion at the knee, hip adduction has been suggested
as a contributing factor to increased ACL injury risk.113,115 Increased hip adduction can
result in medial collapse of the knee when the foot is fixed to the floor. Hip adduction has
been reported to be a contributor to excessive dynamic knee valgus, placing strain on the
soft tissue including the ACL.150,151 Increased knee valgus angles have been associated
with decreased hip strength.152,153 It has been suggested that the increased valgus
demonstrated by females is representative of strategies in which there is insufficient use
of the hip musculature.154 Goerger et al.,97 reported ACLR hip adduction angles of 0.02 ±
9.6º whereas healthy individuals land with a hip abduction angle of 6.8 ± 9.5º at IC.
These data were taken at an average of 3 years following surgery. Deficits continue to
persist years following surgery and although not measured in this study, deficits may
exist at the time of return to sport.97
Previous work has identified decreased lateral trunk control as a risk factor for
sustaining a knee injury.63,155 The deviation from the center of mass away from the base
of support has been identified as a mechanism that increases knee valgus load on the
ACL.11 Lateral trunk motion is commonly assessed during a single limb task such as
side-step cutting. Lateral trunk displacement has predicted ACL injury risk with high
sensitivity and specificity in female athletes.63 Increased lateral trunk motion during a
DVJ may indicate a poor absorption strategy upon landing.
Transverse Plane Kinematics
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Transverse plane motion in conjunction with multiplanar movement is identified
as a contributor of increased ACL strain.120 However, cadaveric studies have identified
excessive internal tibial rotation as placing significant strain on the ACL, more so in
conjunction with an extended knee and a valgus position.107 No differences were
observed between peak internal rotation angle between limbs.156 Joint excursion angles
for injured limbs has been reported to be an average of 13º where healthy individuals had
an average of 16º.97,157 The contralateral limb has been reported between 8-15º of joint
excursion.158,159 Excessive tibial motion in either internal and external rotation is
considered a risk of ACL injury.120 These results are conflicting and it may be beneficial
to assess transverse plane kinematics at IC as it has been identified as the time of
injury.107
Similar to hip adduction, increased internal rotation at the hip can result in greater
valgus position at the knee.160 A previous study reported increased hip internal rotation
motion during the DVJ coincided with a hip extensor strength deficit in those with
patellofemoral pain.161 An association between hip internal rotation kinematic and knee
valgus moment have been identified to increase strain on the ACL.160 However, the study
examined a single limb cutting task. A later study identified a more adducted and
internally rotated position of the hip during a DVJ in individuals following ACL.157 The
ACLR group demonstrated greater peak hip internal rotation (0.5 ± 7.7º) compared to the
healthy control group (-5.8 ± 5.5º).157 Transverse plane motion at the hip and knee are
important factors to consider following ACLR.
Sagittal Plane Kinetics
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Sagittal plane moments have been well described in individuals following ACLR.
Deficits have been reported up to two years following surgery.129,162,163 Poor quadriceps
function has been implicated in abnormal movement patterns and asymmetrical limb
loading strategies after ACLR.112,164 Individuals with decreased quadriceps strength have
demonstrated larger asymmetry in knee extensor moments while those with increased
quadriceps strength had a nearly symmetrical performance at the time of RTS.84 Those
that went on to sustain a second ACL injury demonstrated asymmetries at IC in the
sagittal plane at the time of RTS.11 It has been suggested that co-contraction of the
quadriceps and hamstring assist in up to 80% of resistance to frontal plane movement at
the knee.165 Therefore, the ability to activate the sagittal plane musculature during a DVJ
is critical as the knee is in low flexion. The imbalance during a double limb task may
indicate an improper strategy of force absorption.11 Those who go on to sustain a second
injury demonstrated a significantly lower knee extensor moment than the involved limb
and those who did not go on to a second injury.11 This can increase risk of future injury
and is a critical component upon landing.
Poor neuromuscular control proximal to the knee can have deleterious
effects on the knee joint.166 Prospective studies have identified athletes who demonstrated
neuromuscular control deficits at the hip who went on to sustain a second ACL
injury.11,116 A decreased hip extension moment in ACLR individuals has been reported
compared to healthy controls.97,144 Poor absorption strategies that occur at the knee are
occurring similarly at the hip. Therefore, the kinetic chain is not able to accept loads
correctly which may lead to secondary injury.
Frontal Plane Kinetics
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Frontal plane loading has been investigated in depth following ACLR in both
cadaveric and in vivo research.136,167 Prospective studies of knee abduction moment
(KAM) at the knee during landing predict ACL injury risk in female athletes.116 Females
athletes often demonstrate knee landing alignments associated with a high KAM.
Females that went on to sustain an ACL injury demonstrated significantly higher KAM
compared to the uninjured.116 Valgus torques on the knee can increase loads on the
ACL.168 This may suggest decreased neuromuscular control of the lower extremity and
an inability to absorb loads upon landing.
Hip abduction moments in individuals following ACLR contribute to increased
KAM, placing the knee joint at a greater risk for injury.133 A correlation between hip
adduction moment and KAM have been observed in ACL injured subjects.116 Further,
trunk stability is related to the ability of the hip to control the trunk in response to forces
generated from the distal segments.155,169 Uncontrolled trunk motion may result in
increased knee joint loads through an increased hip adductor moment.170 Control of the
hip is critical to successfully perform a DVJ as demands increase upon return to sport.
Transverse Plane Kinetics
Few studies report transverse plane moments during a DVJ following ACLR.
Cadaveric studies have determined that under internal tibial torque with varus or valgus
stress the peak strain on the ACL increases significantly.107,126
Again, few studies have examined transverse plane moments at the hip. However,
a deficit in net hip external rotation torque was identified as a strong predictor of future
ACL injury.11 A greater hip external rotation moment may act as a restraint again hip
internal motion to avoid hip and subsequently knee collapse. Individuals with a decreased
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hip external rotation moment were eight times more likely to sustain a second ACL
injury.11 Addressing poor hip function prior to return to sport may reduce the risk of
secondary ACL injury.11
Ground Reaction Forces
Abnormal GRF have been well documented following ACLR at the time of return
to sport. A common compensatory pattern utilized by individuals with ACLR includes
shifting the joint load to the hip and ankle.128 Both males and females presented with a
significant reduction in peak GRF (1.77 ± 0.35 BW) compared to the contralateral limb
(2.16 ± 0.44 BW) and a control group (2.01 ± 0.40 BW).163 Not only do these deficits
exist at return to sport but also at two year post-operatively. This may indicate that even
after reintegration into sports, loading does not normalize between limbs.163 The
increased loading of the contralateral limb is significant as higher rates of contralateral
limb injury have been reported.1,171 Further, individuals with decreased quadriceps
strength demonstrate significantly lower GRF compared to those with adequate
quadriceps strength and healthy controls.84 Poor quadriceps strength at return to sport
negatively affects mechanics during a DVJ maneuver. Residual deficits during dynamic
landing tasks may increase risk of future ACL injury.
2.9 Summary of Literature Review
Young, active individuals continue to present with neuromuscular control,
strength, and self-reported deficits prior to return to sport and can continue years
following surgery. Clinically applicable functional and self-reported assessments that
relate to dynamic activity are necessary to determine readiness to return to sport.
However, testing should be completed early to determine the deficits that exist prior to
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the time of return to sport. Few tests are available that are safe to administer early that
offer valuable information to the patient and clinician. The findings of the review suggest
that current rehabilitation practice does not restore biomechanics in patients following
ACLR. Both single and double limb tasks following ACLR can reveal deficits following
surgery. Identification of biomechanical deficits prior to return to sport is critical,
however motion capture is not readily available in most clinical settings. Therefore,
clinically applicable tests that can predict mechanics are necessary to improve outcomes
and potentially decrease future ACL injury risk.
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Chapter 3: Test Batteries Following Primary Anterior Cruciate Ligament
Reconstruction: A Systematic Review
3.1 Abstract
Background: A lack of consensus regarding test batteries for return to sport (RTS) exists
for individuals following anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR). Purpose: To
report the RTS test batteries reported in the literature for individuals following ACLR
and to examine how the batteries align with the American Academy of Orthopedic
Surgeons (AAOS) Appropriate Use Criteria (AUC). Study Design: Systematic review;
Level of evidence, 4. Methods: A systematic review of PubMed was performed from
2008-2018 for articles reporting the test batteries implemented for RTS following an
ACLR. RTS batteries including subjective and objective function and patient
demographics were extracted from the investigations. Results: Forty-five studies met the
inclusion and exclusion criteria. A total of 7,537 subjects were included and the mean age
was 23.2 ± 6.71 years. The average time from surgery to testing was 8.31 months. The
most common batteries consisted of a hop test, quadriceps strength test, and patient
reported outcome (PRO) measures. The most commonly reported tests were the single
leg hop for distance (80%), triple hop for distance (58%), and the International Knee
Documentation Committee (IKDC) (47%). No study met all seven AUC, the most
common criteria met were functional skills (98%), followed by range of motion (20%),
and knee stability tests (20%). Conclusion: The test batteries in the current literature
show high variability and a lack of essential components necessary for RTS. No study
met the seven AUC guidelines suggesting a disconnect between recommended guidelines
and reports in the literature.
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3.2 Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries are commonly reported in active
patients, with approximately 250,000 ACL reconstructions (ACLR) performed
annually.22 A reconstruction is recommended for patients with mechanical instability who
desire to return to sport (RTS).172,173 Decreased quadriceps strength, functional
limitations, and poor patient reported function often persist after surgery that may lead to
additional injury.5,51,174-177 In light of the high incidence of second ACL injuries,43,178
athletes may be returning to sport prematurely without adequate evaluation.
To decrease the rate of re-injury, subjective evaluation, knee examination, and
functional testing should be assessed at the time of RTS.89,179 As only 13% of studies
were reported to utilize objective criteria,180 test batteries have been emphasized to
evaluate athletes prior to unrestricted clearance.8,29,89,93,175,180,181 However, there is a great
deal of variability regarding the optimal battery of criteria to implement and which tests
are the most applicable in the clinical setting.8,21,29,180,182
The American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS) have created
Appropriate Use Criteria (AUC) that includes a checklist of seven objective measures
(Table 3.1). Patients who pass six of the seven criteria are permitted to return to
unrestricted activity. The implementation of these criteria are suggested to decrease the
incidence of subsequent knee injury following RTS.183 These criteria have been
developed to create a consensus amongst clinicians, however it is unknown how current
evidence-based test batteries align with the AUC.
Persistent post-operative deficits and secondary injury rates highlight concerns
over the criteria utilized to define readiness to RTS. There is currently no clear consensus
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for an optimal test battery. The aim of this investigation was to review all available
studies to determine existing test batteries following primary ACLR. Additionally, we
sought to determine how the batteries align with the AUC.
3.3 Methods
A literature search was performed to retrieve articles pertaining to test batteries
following primary ACLR. An electronic database search was conducted in PubMed that
was limited to results in English over the last 10 years (January 2008-September 2018).
The reference lists of included articles were searched for additional articles relevant to
the topic and all duplicates were removed.
Included articles reported on patients who had undergone primary ACLR with
any graft type. Each article must have included a minimum of two tests and have
examined test batteries or used them for RTS evaluation. The RTS test batteries must
have been administered at approximately 6 months and up to 2 years following ACLR.
The timeframe was included to capture data from patients who had undergone RTS
testing rather than functional performance evaluations throughout rehabilitation. Patients
up to 2 years post-operatively were included in the review as individuals have
presumably returned to sport and would be maximally rehabilitated.
Exclusion criteria consisted of studies reporting outside of the timeframe, revision
ACLR patients, ACL-deficient patients, level 5 evidence, non-English language,
systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and multi-ligament knee injuries. However, patients
with meniscal involvement or medial collateral ligament (MCL) injuries were included.
Test batteries with only healthy subjects, articles that reviewed one test, commentaries,
and narratives were excluded from the review.
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These articles were carefully assessed to document demographic information,
graft type, activity level of the subjects, time of follow-up, and the criteria used to
determine RTS. The studies selected for final inclusion were examined for
methodological quality using the NIH Case Series assessment tool.184 Two reviewers
independently assessed each study in detail, with differences resolved by consensus. No
study was excluded based on the assessment of study quality.
Descriptive statistics were used, with results reported as means ± standard
deviations. Categorical data were reported as frequencies with percentages.
3.4 Results
The search terms resulted in 783 potential studies, with 45 meeting the inclusion
and exclusion criteria (Figure 3.1). A total of 7,537 subjects were included in the review,
with 4,639 males (62%). The mean age was 23.2 ± 6.71 years. The average time from
surgery to testing was 8.31 months. Hamstring autografts were the most commonly
utilized (61%) followed by bone-patellar tendon bone (BPTB) autografts (14.2%).
There was not a consistent test battery utilized amongst the literature, however the
batteries contained variations of similar criteria for RTS. The test batteries most
commonly consisted of traditional hop testing,93 strength assessments, and patient
reported outcomes (PRO) (Table 3.2). Of the articles that implemented functional tests
(98%), the single leg hop for distance was included in (80%) of the test batteries in their
assessment for RTS (Table 3.3), followed by the triple hop (58%), crossover hop (44%),
and 6-m timed hop (36%). Strength was assessed in 39 studies (87%). Isokinetic strength
at 60°/s was implemented most commonly (38%), followed by isometric strength at 90°
of knee flexion (28%), and isokinetic strength at 180°/s (31%) (Table 3.4). Thirty-two
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High variability persists between test batteries with a lack of standardized
measures,8,180 however objective criteria has been used more frequently than previously
reported.8 The articles included in this review rarely reported on variables other than hop
testing, quadriceps strength, and a self-reported outcome measure. The recommended
criteria includes an extensive multifaceted approach for a successful RTS,4,8,9 however
the current literature has not incorporated this approach in RTS testing.
Thirty-three different functional tests were included in this review (Table 3). The
Noyes hop tests,93 specifically the single leg hop for distance, were the most common
tests of function. Recently, hop testing has been questioned in addition to the use of the
limb symmetry index (LSI).21,182 The hop tests have failed to correlate with RTS182
however, with more stringent limb symmetry requirements, they may be a better
representative measure of readiness to RTS.10,92 Although single limb testing may reveal
deficits hidden from double limb testing,187 asymmetrical loading of both limbs following
ACLR has been identified as a risk factor for ipsilateral and contralateral injury.91,188 Hop
testing does not appear to capture all the essential components necessary for a safe RTS
at this time.35,189
Quadriceps weakness is related to greater movement asymmetries,83 lower selfreported and performance based measures,5,190 and predictive of those who do not pass
RTS criteria.191 While there appears to be agreement that adequate quadriceps strength
remains a key variable prior to RTS,9 the current literature lacks standard guidelines.192
The most common measurement of strength was isokinetic angular velocity of 60°/s
followed by 180°/s, however it was unclear why these were chosen by the investigator in
most cases. Further, cutoff scores of 10-15% have been suggested for the LSI,4,9,10,174 yet
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the most acceptable deficits remain unknown. These measures should be interpreted with
caution as the contralateral limb may be at a greater risk of second ACL injury.193,194
Additionally, studies that reported quadriceps strength utilized an isokinetic
dynamometer that may not be available in all settings. Cost-effective and clinically
feasible approaches are necessary to determine if these methods are indicative of
quadriceps function prior to unrestricted RTS.
Previously under-recognized as an aspect of recovery,8,72 psychological factors
have become increasingly reported as measures of patient perspective are shown to
heavily influence RTS.51 Additionally, knee impairments have been associated with
psychological variables, highlighting the link between subjective and objective
function.77 The most common self-reported measure in this review was the IKDC that
assesses for knee symptom, function, and sports activities.47 However, the IKDC does not
address measures of confidence,56 fear of movement/reinjury,195 or self-efficacy.196,197
Although a lack of consensus remains, it has been recognized that psychological
variables must be addressed prior to RTS.9 Future work should determine how to address
these impairments throughout rehabilitation as psychological variables are
modifiable.198,199
No study presented in this review met the criteria recommended by the AAOS. A
disconnect exists between the current evidence-based literature and the proposed AUC
protocol. From the review, 98% of articles met the functional skills criteria and 87% met
the quadriceps strength criteria. However, no study included all strength measures
including quadriceps, hamstring, hip, and core strength. The AAOS guidelines appear
open to interpretation for each variable which provides the clinician with the freedom to
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for confidence and fear of movement/reinjury to identify those at a greater risk of future
injury.
Underrepresented guidelines on the checklist included the knee stability tests,
range of motion, and balance. Only eight studies reported the use of a Lachman, pivot
shift test, or KT-1000.52,77,91,185,209-212 These measures are designed to assess anterior and
rotational stability of the knee joint allowing patients to return to higher levels of
activity.31 Poor postoperative results have been linked to knee ROM deficits,39 however
few studies reported on ROM or completed it prior to testing. These measures may have
been assessed by the clinician or surgeon however, it was not reported as a part of the test
batteries. Measures of balance differed in five of the seven studies that reported it.
Functional balance measurements are specifically included in the AUC guideline,
however only two studies included it.205,209 Dynamic postural control involves a level of
expected movement around a base of support which may better replicate the demands of
physical activity.213 Reporting of these criteria have not improved from a systematic
review conducted in 2011.8 Future work should report these guidelines in their RTS test
batteries.
The first item on the AUC checklist is graft incorporation and strength. This item
may need further explanation as item three refers to knee stability that can be simply
assessed in the clinic. For this reason, we did not assess any studies for graft strength.
Additionally, an eighth criteria exists that recommends the patient has been advised to
participate in an ongoing ACL-prevention/ movement-retraining program. This item does
not influence the RTS decision, however it is included on the checklist. Prevention
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programs have been shown to reduce the risk of injury and are warranted for individuals
following ACLR.214
According to the current literature and AUC recommendation, the RTS battery
should include the single leg hop for distance, strength at 60°/s, the IKDC and ACL-RSI,
KT-1000, knee ROM, a dynamic single leg balance test, a Lachman, and pivot shift test.
Additional measures should include a biomechanical assessment, core, and hip strength
test. Endurance testing was rarely used throughout this review with the most common
being the single leg 30 second side hop test.204,205,208,215-217 With low LSI values, this test
may indicate increased fatigability in the operative limb and a lack of RTS readiness.89
Previous studies and reviews have recommended these criteria,4,9,35,39,41,89,198 however no
study has implemented all factors into one battery aimed at RTS. No gold standard exists,
and many questions remain around the current test batteries, leaving many areas to be
explored further. Additionally, the recommended battery is time consuming, future
research should continue working to design an efficient test battery.
A limitation of this review is that the studies may have assessed certain criteria
but did not include the information in the article. We did not include recommendations,
commentaries, healthy, or ACL revision individuals in this review potentially minimizing
the number of batteries utilized for RTS. It is possible that some studies were not
captured, however with a large database and reference search we believe this to be
minimal. Additionally, we did not assess the results of these test batteries, only the
batteries themselves. Future studies should include extensive batteries for a more
informed RTS decision.
3.6 Conclusion
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This review reported on all RTS test batteries following primary ACLR.
Reporting has improved to include more than time post-operatively for RTS testing
however, continue to lack standardized measures. A variety of hop tests, quadriceps
strength, and PROs are commonly reported within test batteries. Additionally, no study
meets all recommended AAOS AUC guidelines, nor current recommendations in the
literature. Standardized, clinically applicable batteries that encompass all components are
necessary for an athlete to safely RTS.
Note
(((((((anterior cruciate ligament) OR anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction) OR acl)
OR aclr)) AND ((((((return to sport) OR return to play) OR sport re-entry) OR return to
competition) OR return to activity) OR pre-injury level)) AND knee) AND
(((((((((((functional test) OR functional test battery) OR assessment) OR outcome
measure) OR outcome) OR outcomes) OR criteria))) OR reported) OR function)
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Table 3.1. AAOS Appropriate Use Criteria
Patient Return to Play Checklist
1) Patient’s graft incorporation and graft strength has been considered
2) Patient’s functional range of motion is restored
3) Patient has a stable knee with no pivot
4) Functional return of patient’s core, hip, quadriceps and hamstring strength has
occurred, as determined by clinician discretion (can be measured by a variety of
methods)
5) Patient’s functional balance restored
6) Patient attests or surgeon observes functional skills are performed adequately
7) Patient is confident that they are ready to return to sport of interest
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Table 3.2. Most Commonly Utilized Tests
Most Common Criteria
Single Leg Hop for Distancea
Triple Hopb
IKDCc
Crossover Hopd
6-m Timed Hope
Isokinetic Strength at 60°/secf
Isokinetic Strength at 180°/secg
Isometric Quadriceps Strengthh
Tegner6,52,104,185,212,215,216,218,219
Range of Motion6,52,77,83,207,209211,220

No. of Studies (%)
36 (80%)
26 (58%)
21 (47%)
20 (44%)
16 (36%)
15 (33%)
12 (27%)
11 (24%)
9 (20%)
9 (20%)

Knee Stability52,77,91,92,185,209-212
9 (20%)
IKDC, International Knee Documentation Committee;
a
References5,10,13,18,19,77,83,91,92,104,141,176,182,186,187,191,203-205,207,208,210-212,215-218,220-227;
b
References5,10,13,18,19,92,104,141,182,187,191,203,204,207,208,211,218,220-228;
c
References5,6,10,18,19,52,77,83,91,92,104,185,186,204,205,207,210-212,218,222;
d
References5,10,13,18,19,92,104,141,182,187,191,203,207,208,220,222-225,227;
e
References5,10,13,19,92,182,187,191,203,207,220,221,223-225,227;
f
References6,13,19,52,77,83,141,176,194,204,207,212,218,219,228;
g
References10,91,92,104,141,176,203,204,207,218,222,223; hReferences18,19,182,203,207,220-222,224,226,227
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Table 3.3. Functional Tests
Functional Skills
Single Leg Hop for Distancea
Triple Hopb
Crossover Hopd
6-m Timed Hope
Side Hop204,205,208,215,216
Single Leg Vertical Jump215-218
Single Leg Squat Test186,210,226,229
Double Leg CMJ176,219,230
Drop Vertical Jump141,194,205
Shuttle Run187,212
Agility Program6,52,83
Single Leg Landing83,208
Landing Error Scoring
System203,204
Lateral Bounding226,229
Forward/Backward Jogging226,229
Single Leg CMJ219,230
Plyometric Jump Test219,230
Speedy Jump Test219,230
Quick Feet Test219,230
Modified Illinois208,228
Double Leg Vertical Jump187
Tuck Jump205
Broad Jump91
Modified Agility T-Test187
Functional Movement Screen209
5-Jump Test205
Square Hop18
Co-contraction Test212
Carioca Test212
Sprint Braking Test228
Quality Movement Assessment91
Side-Step Cut Test228
Normal Running and Landing/ 4
Weeks of Unrestricted Training210
CMJ, Counter Movement Jump

No. of Studies
36
26
20
16
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Table 3.4. Strength Assessments
Strength Measures
No. of Studies (n)
l
15
Isokinetic at 60°/s
m
12
Isokinetic at 180°/s
n
11
Isometric at 90°
83,176,185,210,216,217,228
Other
7
Isokinetic at
5
300°/s92,104,204,207,223
4
Isometric at 60°5,92,191,215
215,222,225
3
Isokinetic at 90°/s
Isometric Hamstring at
2
90°207,222
Hip Strength92,186
2
104
1
Isokinetic at 120°/s
215
1
Isometric at 30°
Core Strength
0
l
6,13,19,52,77,83,141,176,194,204,207,212,218,219,228
References
;
m
References10,91,92,104,141,176,203,204,207,218,222,223
n
References18,19,182,203,207,220-222,224,226,227
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Table 3.5. PROs implemented in 32 studies
Patient Reported Outcomes
No. of Studies (n)
c
IKDC
21
Tegner6,52,104,185,212,215,216,218,219
9
5,92,215,216,221,222
KOOS
6
13,19,191,220,221,227
KOS-ADL
6
GRS13,19,191,220,224,227
6
91,176,212,219,221
Lysholm
5
ACL-RSI18,204,207,208
4
6,18,52,77
TSK-11
4
VAS219,224
2
176,216
Physical Activity Scale
2
52,176
Return to Sport Status
2
Global Rating of Perceived
1
221
Function
SANE211
1
216
K-SES
1
NRS6
1
52
Knee Pain Intensity
1
Episode of Instability52
1
77
SF-8
1
91
Marx Activity
1
IKDC, International Knee Documentation Committee; KOOS, Knee Injury and
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; KOS-ADL, Knee Outcome Survey Activities of Daily
Living Scale; GRS, Global Rating Scale; ACL-RSI, ACL- Return to Sport after Injury
Scale; TSK-11, Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia; VAS, Visual Analog Scale; SANE,
Single Assessment Numeric Evaluation Score; K-SES, Knee Self-Efficacy Scale; NRS,
Numeric Rating Scale; SF-8, Short Form 8
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Table 3.6. Studies that met the AAOS criteria
Criteria Categories
Functional Skills*
Range of Motion6,52,77,83,207,209211,220

No. of Studies n (%)
44 (98%)
9 (20%)

Stable Knee52,77,91,92,185,209-212
9 (20%)
6,18,52,77,204,207,208
Confidence
8 (18%)
Balance92,194,203,205,209,219,230
7 (16%)
All Strength Measures
0 (0%)
Graft Incorporation
0 (0%)
*References5,6,10,13,18,19,52,77,83,91,92,104,141,176,182,185-187,191,194,203,204,207-212,215-230
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Figure 3.1. Systematic Review PubMed Search
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Chapter 4: The Relationship Between Early Patient-Reported Outcomes and
Biomechanics at the Time of Return to Sport After ACL Reconstruction
4.1 Abstract
Purpose: Despite rehabilitation following primary anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLR), athletes experience functional deficits and low patient reported
outcome (PRO) scores at the time of return to sport (RTS). PROs have been linked to
functional outcomes such as hop testing and strength at the time of RTS. However, it is
unknown how implementing early PRO assessments relate to increased injury risk
biomechanics at 9-months. The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship
between PROs at 4-months and knee extensor moment (KEM), knee valgus angle
(KVA), and hip adduction angle (HAA) at 9-months during a drop vertical jump (DVJ).
Methods: Twenty-two (17 females) subjects completed PROs, the International Knee
Documentation Committee (IKDC) and ACL- Return to Sport After Injury scale (ACLRSI) at 4-months post-ACLR. At 9-months, subjects completed the DVJ utilizing a 3dimensional motion analysis to capture KEM, KVA, and HAA. Pearson correlation
coefficients were used to assess the relationship between the dependent variables.
Correlation coefficients were interpreted as small, r < 0.3. Results: The IKDC (63.07 ±
9.38) and ACL-RSI (46.16 ± 17.43) at 4-months were not significantly related to the
KEM (r= 0.13, r= 0.16), KVA (r= 0.03, r= 0.08), HAA (r= -0.11, r= -0.22) at 9-months
(p>0.05). Conclusion: All identified relationships were small. Therefore, a great deal of
variability remained in both PROs and mechanics. These findings suggest the two may
assess different aspects of recovery and inform clinicians of a need to individualize
rehabilitation.
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4.2 Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries are common in jumping, cutting, and
pivoting athletes due to the high forces and dynamic movements acting at the knee.8 To
restore knee function, an athlete often undergoes an ACL reconstruction (ACLR).172
Although surgical reconstruction maximizes stability, only two-thirds of athletes have
returned to preinjury level of sport by 12 months post-operatively.55 Athletes that do RTS
have persistent functional and psychological impairments that may increase their risk of
secondary injury.25,43,231 This has led to further questioning of self-reported assessments
in relation to functional outcomes.51,232,233
Patient reported outcomes (PROs) have gained momentum in the post-operative
outcome collection as responses have been linked to clinician-based functional
assessments,6,52,53 RTS status,51 and second injury risk.58 PROs have been implemented to
identify further lingering impairments that relate to clinical functional assessments
following ACLR.8,51,180 Decreased self-reported function on the International Knee
Documentation Committee (IKDC) has been associated with decreased quadriceps
strength and hop testing symmetry at the time of RTS.5,17,54 Further, lower IKDC scores
are indicative of failure on a functional test battery.19 In addition to overall self-reported
function, fear of reinjury within the ACLR population has been identified as the most
common reason cited for not returning to sport.51,55 The ACL- Return to Sport After
Injury scale (ACL-RSI) has been created to identify fear, confidence, and emotions
following ACLR.57 Lower ACL-RSI scores early in early recovery identified athletes
who were at risk of not returning to sport by one year.51 The early scores were assessed at
4-months as three to four months post-operatively athletes begin running and increasing
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dynamic activity.51,61 Further, patients with greater self-reported fear were less active,
demonstrated worse functional performance, and had a higher risk of secondary ACL
injury.6,7 As outcomes following ACLR are highly variable, early detection of continued
impairments during the rehabilitation process may be important to a successful RTS.
Athletes continue to report inadequate scores on self-reported assessments
compared to recommended norms at the time of RTS.10,234 Grindem et al.,13 determined
that the reinjury rate is reduced 51% for each month that RTS is delayed until by 9months post-ACLR. As biomechanics have predicted those who go on to sustain a second
ACL injury at the time of RTS, an assessment that predicts poor biomechanics may allow
for a safer RTS and prevent future injury.11 Specifically, a double limb landing
assessment has been shown to identify asymmetries including increased knee adduction
moment, decreased knee flexion angle, postural instability, and offloading the injured
limb.135 To improve outcomes, a critical need exists to identify clinician-based
assessments that are associated with biomechanics at RTS. It is unknown how early
implementation of PROs relate to biomechanics at the time of RTS.
Biomechanical asymmetries represent a modifiable factor that can be addressed
during rehabilitation. Understanding the relationship between PROs early in
rehabilitation and biomechanics at a time point that is pivotal in the RTS phase, may
better arm clinicians with the tools to successfully return an athlete to sport. The purpose
of this study is to identify the PROs at four months that relate to mechanics at nine
months during a double limb-landing task. We hypothesize that athletes with fewer selfreported difficulties will demonstrate an increased knee extensor moment (KEM),
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decreased knee valgus angle (KVA), and a decreased hip adduction angle (HAA) upon
landing from a drop vertical jump (DVJ) task.
4.3 Methods
Design
A prospective cohort design was used to identify the predictors of knee biomechanics
after primary ACLR. The variables of interest were knee extensor moment (KEM), knee
valgus angle (KVA), and hip adduction angle (HAA) at peak ground reaction force
(GRF).
Subjects
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board and informed consent
and assent (if applicable) was obtained from all subjects/guardians before testing.
Subjects were included if they underwent ACLR from one of three surgeons from the
same Orthopaedic practice. In addition, the subjects were between the ages of 12 and 30
and had no history of ACL injury or bilateral lower extremity surgery. Subjects were
excluded if they did not intend on returning to level 1 or 2 sports as defined by Daniel et
al.235, had a body mass index (BMI) over 30, or sustained a knee dislocation or other
ligamentous injury that was surgically repaired. Twenty subjects had a bone patellar
tendon bone autograft and two had an ACLR with a hamstring graft.
Procedures
At 4-months post-ACLR, self-reported knee function was assessed using the
ACL-RSI and IKDC. Subjects underwent a biomechanical assessment at 9-months postACLR by completing a DVJ.
Instrumentation
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ACL-Return to Sport after Injury
The ACL-RSI is a reliable and valid measure designed to assess an athlete’s emotions,
confidence, and risk appraisal when returning to sport.56 The 6- question ACL-RSI was
utilized in this study, as the shortened version of the ACL-RSI is as robust as the full
version for discriminating between and predicting RTS outcomes.57 The six questions
were summed and averaged to provide a single score on a scale of 0-100, with higher
scores reflecting greater psychological readiness.57
The International Knee Documentation Committee Scale
The IKDC is a valid and reliable measure of symptoms, function, and sports activity in
patients with one or more knee conditions and pathologies.47,49 Higher scores on the
IKDC denote greater levels of function and lower knee symptoms. The IKDC is scored
on a scale from 0-100, where 100 indicates better function.
3-Dimensional Motion Analysis at RTS
Data Collection
Each subject completed the drop vertical jump (DVJ). Trials were collected using
a 12-camera motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corp, Santa Rosa, CA) at 200 Hz.
Additionally, force plate data was collected (Bertec, Columbus, OH) and recorded at
1200 Hz.
To minimize the influence of footwear, all subjects wore neutral running shoes
(New Balance 662; New Balance Athletic Shoe Inc., Boston, MA). Prior to testing, each
subject was instrumented with 52 reflective markers for the static trial to align the subject
with the lab coordinate system and serve as a reference point for subsequent kinematic
analysis. Twenty-seven of the markers were placed on anatomical landmarks including
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sternal notch, spinous process of C7,bilateral superior acromion processes, bilateral
superior iliac crests, posterior L5/S1 vertebral joint, bilateral greater trochanters, bilateral
medial and lateral distal femurs, bilateral medial and lateral distal proximal tibias,
bilateral medial and lateral malleoli, bilateral first and fifth metatarsal heads, and bilateral
distal foot. Sixteen tracking markers were attached including four rigid plates secured to
bilateral thigh and shank with four markers on each plate. Three tracking markers
identifying proximal, distal and lateral heels were secured to the rear foot of each shoe.
Additional tracking markers were placed on the right anterior thigh and shank, and
second metatarsal head for identification of right side. After a 5-minute warm-up on a
treadmill, the subjects completed a DVJ. The subject was positioned on a 31-cm box and
completed 3 trials. The subjects dropped off the box, landing with one foot onto a
separate force platform, then immediately executed a maximal effort vertical jump
landing back on the force plates.
Data Processing
Filtering, joint angle calculations, and inverse dynamics were performed using
Visual 3D software (C-motion, Germantown, MD). Initial contact of each limb was
defined when the vertical ground reaction force (GRF) first exceeded 10 Newtons. The
landing phase of the DVJ was defined as initial contact to the lowest point of the body’s
center of mass. Kinematic and kinetic variables were calculated during this phase and the
mean of three trials for the DVJ were used for subsequent data analysis. Marker locations
were filtered at 12 Hz, and force data were filtered at 12 Hz using a low-pass Butterworth
filter.11 The moments were normalized to body mass. The angles and moments were
extracted using a custom MATLAB code (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) at peak GRF.
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Subjects who have greater psychological readiness to RTS at 12 months reported that
their performance was comparable to their preinjury level.236 Additionally, two previous
studies assessed participants at 9 months237 and 2 years post-ACLR.60 Both studies
identified a relationship between fear and lower extremity sagittal and frontal plane
mechanics.60,237 To better understand the recovery process, early assessment included in
the current study is necessary to guide rehabilitation prior to the time of RTS.
The average ACL-RSI score suggests some subjects are more fearful, yet all
subjects were able to complete the DVJ task adequately. A score of less than 56 on the
full version of the ACL-RSI suggests the athlete is at an increased risk of not returning to
sport.51 The shortened version of the ACL-RSI was found to be as robust as the full
version with a score of 51.7 indicating a high risk of not returning to sport.57 To be
included in this study all subjects must have had a desire to RTS, which may indicate
increased motivation to RTS. The average ACL-RSI score at 4 months was below the
cutoff however, there appears to be a split between those who scored above versus below
the cutoff score (Figure 4.1. A-C). These results may indicate that those who scored
below the cutoff are at a higher risk of not returning to sport and potential future injury.
Although the biomechanical data did not reveal any relationships, some subjects feel
more prepared and confident to RTS. Further, three to four months post-ACLR subjects
begin running and increasing dynamic activity.51,61 As athletes progress, an assessment of
fear, emotional appraisal, and confidence is critical for clinicians to better direct
rehabilitation moving forward.
Although the IKDC did not reveal associations to 9-month biomechanics, it is still
an important factor for recovery following ACLR. The biomechanical values appear to
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align with those of previous studies of athletes completing a DVJ.53,60,84 However, to date
no study has identified associations between the IKDC at 4-months to lower extremity
biomechanics at 9-months. The IKDC has been previously associated with other
functional assessments including injured limb quadriceps strength and single leg hop
tests.5,17,54 Further, young athletes have been assessed completing a single limb landing at
RTS to predict two year self-reported knee function.94 Evaluating the injured limb with
biomechanical analysis may have further delineated differences then double limb task in
the current study.
The IKDC is a common tool has been shown to be a quality assessment of
symptom, sport, and function.47 Previous literature has identified athletes 6 months postoperatively scoring between a 65.8 and 96.5 on the IKDC.19 To date, no literature has
identified normative data on athletes 4 months post-operatively. The current study’s
IKDC results appear to line up with the trend of 6-month data. Athletes are limited in
their dynamic ability at 4-months while following common ACLR protocol
progressions.38 For the purpose of this study, if subjects were unable to perform the task
asked on the IKDC, such as cutting or jumping, they were instructed to answer how they
would currently feel if they were cleared to perform the tasks. While we believe the
information gathered on the IKDC is informative at the 4-month post-ACLR time point,
considerations should be made on the ability to complete the form based on clearances
for specific activities.
This study is not without limitations. First, a small sample size was utilized in this
study. It is possible the inclusion of more subjects may have revealed relationships
between these variables. Second, we did not control for the subject’s quantity or quality
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of rehabilitation throughout the first 9 months. Differences in rehabilitation may have
impacted the final outcome of this study. Additionally, it is well documented that sex can
affect movement patterns.114,163 There was an imbalance between males and females in
the study which may have resulted in the large variability within the biomechanics.
Finally, a double limb task was performed at 9-months giving the subjects the ability to
compensate with the uninjured limb. Therefore, a single limb landing may have increased
the difficulty of the task to better determine how the injured limb functions when placed
under stress.
Future research should explore additional factors that can influence biomechanics
including a functional assessment 4-months post-ACLR. This may serve as a better
representation of early outcomes prior to RTS. Future studies should include single leg
dynamic tasks at RTS to identify any relationship to early overall self-reported function.
Additionally, 9-month strength and self-reported assessments may be associated with
early outcomes that may assist physicians and clinicians in the RTS decision. Further
work should elucidate which athletes sustained a secondary injury and if their early PROs
could predict future injury.
4.6 Conclusion
The results from the present study identified weak, insignificant relationships
between the ACL-RSI and IKDC 4-months after ACLR to DVJ biomechanics 9-months
after ACLR. Notably, a great deal of variability exists within both the PROs and
biomechanical data which suggests the need to evaluate impairments, restrictions, and
limitations individually for each patient, and develop treatment plans accordingly. The 4month PROs represent a time when athletes increase function and may be an important
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time point for future work. The lack of significance to the double limb landing may
indicate a compensatory landing strategy that gives the athlete more confidence and
overall ability to complete the task.
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Table 4.1. Demographic data of the included subjects.
Demographics
Mean ± SD
Sex, n
22
Female
17
Male
8
Age (yrs.)
16.22 ± 2.83
Weight (kg)
65.18 ± 10.28
Height (m)
1.70 ± 0.08
Injury Type
Noncontact
11
Contact
9
Other
2
Time from surgery to 4 months (mo) 4.23 ± 0.27
Time from surgery to 9 months (mo) 9.37 ± 0.60
ACLR; Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, SD; Standard deviation, yrs; years, kg;
kilograms, m; meters, mo; months.
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Table 4.2. Biomechanical variables at peak ground reaction force (GRF) during the
drop vertical jump.
Variables at Peak GRF
Mean ± SD
Knee Extensor Moment (Nm/kg) 1.59 ± 0.57
Knee Valgus Angle (°)
-0.24 ± 8.02
Hip Adduction Angle (°)
0.61 ± 4.07
Mean and standard deviation (SD) are listed for each variable. Moment; Newton meters
per kilogram (Nm/kg), °; Angle in degrees.
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Table 4.3. Correlations between Patient reported Outcomes (PROs) and
biomechanical variables at peak ground reaction force (GRF) during the drop
vertical jump.
Biomechanical Variables
IKDC ACL-RSI
Knee Extensor Moment
Pearson Correlation
0.13
0.16
p-value
0.59
0.47
Knee Valgus Angle
Pearson Correlation
0.03
0.08
p-value
0.90
-0.73
Hip Adduction Angle
Pearson Correlation
-0.11
-0.22
p-value
-0.63
0.38
IKDC; International Knee Documentation Committee, ACL-RSI; ACL- Return to Sport
After Injury scale, Pearson Correlation; r value.
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Figure 4.1A-F. Scatter plot of the ACL-RSI and IKDC Knee extensor moment,
frontal plane knee and hip angles.
A

D

B

E

C

F

IKDC; International Knee Documentation Committee, ACL-RSI; ACL- Return to Sport
After Injury scale, Newton meters per kilogram (Nm/kg), °; Angle in degrees.
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Chapter 5: The Relationship Between Early Rehabilitation Quantity to Functional
Movements at the Time of Return to Sport
5.1 Abstract
Purpose: Persistent impairments exist in athletes following primary anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction (ACLR). Athletes who complete 6-months of supervised
rehabilitation have shown improved functional outcomes. However, not all athletes report
completion of 6-months of supervised physical therapy (PT). The purpose of this study
was to define the quantity of rehabilitation athletes complete from 4-6 months and
determine its relationship to biomechanics at the time of return to sport (RTS). Methods:
Nineteen (12 F) subjects completed a weekly-four question survey between 4-6 months
following ACLR. Questions consisted of the number of days athletes went to PT,
completed the home exercise program (HEP), ran, and lifted leg weights ranging from 07 days/week. At 9-months, subjects underwent three-dimensional motion analysis while
completing a drop vertical jump (DVJ). Pearson correlations were used to assess the
relationship between the rehabilitation quantity to knee extensor moment (KEM), knee
valgus angle (KVA), and hip adduction angle (HAA). Results: Although non-significant
(p>0.05), there was a small negative relationship between running (r = -0.27) and lifting
(r = -0.11) with supervised PT. Small nonsignificant relationships (p>0.05) existed
between HEP (r = 0.24), running (r = 0.27), and lifting(r = 0.19) to a decreased KVA.
Conclusion: Subjects who completed fewer bouts of supervised PT per week completed
increased bouts of the HEP, lower extremity weightlifting, and running. There were small
non-significant relationships between a decreased KVA and rehabilitation suggesting that
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increased compliance to non-supervised rehabilitation is critical and fewer supervised PT
visits do not indicate poor biomechanics at RTS.
5.2 Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries are one of the most common athletic
injuries in sports, with approximately 250,000 injuries occurring each year in the United
States.238 An ACL reconstruction (ACLR) is indicated for those who intend on returning
to jumping, cutting, and pivoting sports.8 Despite rehabilitation, athlete’s return to sport
(RTS) rates are low and secondary ACL injury are becoming more common.1,43,55 The
optimization of athlete rehabilitation remains a barrier to successful clinical outcomes
and sport participation after reconstruction.44,239
The low rates of RTS and increased rates of second injury43,175 have prompted
investigations into factors that influence outcomes following ACLR.5,44,51,92,116,139
Currently, a large emphasis has been placed on the inclusion of a combination of clinical
examination, clinician-based functional performance testing, and self-reported outcomes
in objective performance testing.8,89,180,240 However, no gold standard functional test
battery exists and those that do exist produce inconsistent results.10,21,234 Biomechanical
factors including increased knee valgus, decreased knee flexion, and decreased knee
extensor moment have been shown to predict second ACL injuries.11,116 Although the
aforementioned biomechanical factors provide a prediction model for second injury, there
is limited ability to capture these measures in most facilities.92
While rehabilitation is inherently thought to improve clinician-based and selfreported outcomes, changes in healthcare have led to limited visits in supervised (SUP)
physical therapy (PT) after ACLR.241 While positive associations have been identified
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between 6-months of SUP rehabilitation adherence and clinical outcomes,242 only 49% of
athletes complete six months of supervised rehabilitation.243 Previous protocols suggest
running progressions, ladder drills, and jumping be permitted between three to six
months.35,38,39 However, athletes may be unable to attend SUP rehabilitation visits during
these critical times when dynamic activity increases.38 Given the limited SUP visits
allotted by insurance companies, the end-phase of rehabilitation is often not extensive
enough to expose the athlete to the physical, psychological, and neuromuscular stresses
during athletic activity.16 Previous studies have demonstrated that patients can achieve
satisfactory outcomes with fewer supervised physical therapy sessions.244,245 When given
adequate unsupervised (UN) home exercises in combination with patient compliance,
athletes can achieve a successful RTS.
Compliant patients may be more driven to regain function and RTS, therefore
placing more emphasis on supervised physical therapy and completion of non-supervised
rehabilitation during the critical rehabilitation window 4-6 months after surgery, may
improve outcomes. However, it is unclear how much unsupervised and supervised
rehabilitation athletes complete during this timeframe and how it effects outcomes,
specifically the quality of movement during a common jumping task. The purpose of this
study was to define the relationship between rehabilitation quantity, supervised and
unsupervised (SUP and UN), 4-6 months after surgery and mechanics during a common
jumping task at the time of RTS. We hypothesized that athletes who complete more
overall rehabilitation 4-6 months post-ACLR will demonstrate increased knee extensor
moment (KEM), decreased knee valgus angle (KVA), and decreased hip adduction angle
(HAA) when completing a common drop vertical jump (DVJ) task.
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5.3 Methods
Design
A prospective cohort study design was used to identify the relationship between
rehabilitation quantity and knee biomechanics after primary ACLR. The variables of
interest were knee extensor moment (KEM), knee valgus angle (KVA), and hip adduction
angle (HAA) and the number of unsupervised (UN) and supervised (SUP) rehabilitation
sessions completed 4-6 months post-ACLR.
Subjects
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board. Informed consent and
assent (if applicable) were obtained from all subjects/guardians prior to testing.
Demographic data was collected from all subjects including height and weight (Table 1).
A total of 19 young subjects who recently underwent primary ACLR and intend on
returning to jumping, cutting, and pivoting competitive sports (level 1 or 2) were
recruited to participate in this study. Seventeen subjects had a bone patellar tendon bone
autograft and two subjects had an ACLR with a hamstring graft. All subjects underwent
ACLR from one of three surgeons from the same orthopedic practice. Subjects were
included if the subjects were between the ages of 12 and 30, had no history of ACL
injury, and no history of bilateral lower extremity surgery. Subjects were excluded if they
did not intend on returning to level 1 or 2 sports, had a body mass index (BMI) over 35,
or sustained a knee dislocation or other ligamentous injury that was surgically repaired.
Procedures
Subjects completed a weekly survey from four to six months post-ACLR about
their SUP and UN rehabilitation quantity. At 9-months post-ACLR, subjects reported to
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the laboratory to complete a biomechanical assessment during a drop vertical jump (DVJ)
task.
Instrumentation
Activity Survey
Subjects were asked to complete a four-question survey once a week from four to six
months post-ACLR. Each answer was scored on a scale of 0-7 days a week (Table 2.).
The survey was sent via a REDCap link to the subjects and takes approximately one
minute to complete.
Data Collection
Lower extremity kinematic and kinetic data was collected during a DVJ. A 12camera motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corp, Santa Rosa, CA) was used to
collect kinematic data recorded at 200 Hz. Kinetic data was collected on an instrumented
treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH), recorded at 1200 Hz.
All subjects wore neutral running shoes (New Balance 662; New Balance Athletic
Shoe Inc., Boston, MA) to minimize the influence of footwear. Each subject was fitted
with a 52 reflective marker set for the static trial to calculate joint centers and track
segment motion during the DVJ. Twenty-seven of the markers were placed on anatomical
landmarks including sternal notch, spinous process of C7,bilateral superior acromion
processes, bilateral superior iliac crests, posterior L5/S1 vertebral joint, bilateral greater
trochanters, bilateral medial and lateral distal femurs, bilateral medial and lateral distal
proximal tibias, bilateral medial and lateral malleoli, bilateral first and fifth metatarsal
heads, and bilateral distal foot. Sixteen tracking markers were attached including four
rigid plates secured to bilateral thigh and shank with four markers on each plate. Three
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tracking markers identifying proximal, distal and lateral heels were secured to the rear
foot of each shoe. Additional tracking markers were placed on the right anterior thigh and
shank, and second metatarsal head for identification of right side. Each subject was
positioned on a 31-cm box and completed three successful DVJ trials. Subjects dropped
off the box, landing with each foot on one force platform, then executed a maximal
vertical jump landing onto the separate force plates.
Data Processing
Visual 3D software (C-motion, Germantown, MD) was used for filtering, joint
angle calculations, and inverse dynamics. The landing phase, initial contact, was defined
when the vertical ground reaction force exceeded 10 Newtons. Initial contact to the
lowest point of the body’s center of mass was defined as the landing phase of each task.
The mean of three trials for the DVJ were used for analysis of biomechanical variables.
Marker trajectories were filtered at 12 Hz and force data were filtered at 12 Hz using a
low-pass Butterworth filter. The moments were normalized by body mass. The kinematic
and kinetic data were extracted using a custom MATLAB code (MathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA) at peak ground reaction force (GRF).
Statistical Analysis
Using SPSS Statistics Version 25 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL), separate Pearson
Moment Correlation Coefficients were calculated to assess the relationships number of
SUP and UN the 4-6-month rehabilitation sessions to 9-month biomechanics including
KEM, KVA, and HAA. Statistical significance was defined as p ≤ 0.05. Correlation
coefficients were interpreted as r<0.3 as small, 0.3 < r < 0.69 as moderate, and r> 0.70 as
high.
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5.4 Results
The mean and standard deviation (SD) for the average bouts of rehabilitation per
week including SUP PT (PT), UN home exercises, running, lifting lower extremity
weights, and the overall average of all activity are presented in Table 5.3. The
biomechanical variables assessed include KEM, KVA, HAA at peak GRF (Table 5.4).
The relationship between each category of rehabilitation is shown in Table 5.5. The
average bouts of total rehabilitation (8.3 ± 4.1), SUP and UN, were not significantly
related to any biomechanical variable (p>0.05). Further investigation into individual
rehabilitation category its relationship to 9-month biomechanical variables are shown in
Table 5.6. Figure 5.1A-B represent the relationship between PT and home exercise
program (HEP) to the KEM at 9-months.
5.5 Discussion
The purpose of the study was to quantify the rehabilitation a patient completes 46-months after surgery and determine the relationship to the 9-month DVJ biomechanics.
We hypothesized that more rehabilitation exposures would be associated with increased
KEM, and decreased KVA, and HAA, which was not supported.
This study aimed to better understand the quantity of rehabilitation that subjects
complete including SUP and UN PT. The results revealed that subjects completed 0 – 3
SUP PT visits per week (Table 5.3). Within the sample, six subjects received less than 1
SUP PT visits per week, meaning they potentially went every other week to conserve
visits. Further, two subjects did not attend any SUP PT from 4- 6-months. This may be
detrimental to a patient’s recovery as 4-6-months is a critical time when dynamic activity
increases. With few visits to SUP PT, subjects appear to complete approximately 3-4
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days of UN PT within the HEP with additional running and lifting. Further, subjects with
fewer SUP PT visits completed more UN rehabilitation, suggesting the subjects increase
UN rehabilitation to ensure completion of their rehabilitation protocol.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to assess running and lower extremity
weightlifting frequency in this crucial 4-6-month time period after ACLR. There was a
moderate relationship between lifting and HEP, and a small but non-significant
relationship between running and HEP. Running and lifting may be related to or included
within the patient’s formal HEP. Although the lowest value for running and lifting was
zero times per week, the maximum days per week of the HEP was 6.71, indicating that
athletes include running and lifting either in conjunction with their HEP. From the results
of the current study, it appears that subjects are completing rehabilitation outside of SUP
PT which may positively improve outcomes.
Few studies have aimed to determine the quantity of SUP rehabilitation and its
association to functional outcomes and RTS.44,243 Interestingly, there was a negative
relationship between KEM and SUP PT (Figure 5.1A). Dempsey et al.,44 reported that
patients who felt ready to RTS completed fewer weeks of SUP PT compared to those
who were not ready. Further, KEM generally had a negative relationship to HEP (Figure
5.1B), running, and lifting, which may indicate quality of rehabilitation or other
additional factors may explain this unanticipated relationship.
Valgus motion has been identified as a primary risk factor for ACL injury113,116
and neuromuscular training programs have been developed to focus on reducing valgus
motion following ACLR.170,246 Although not significant, the UN HEP, running, and
lifting all had small positive relationships to a reduced KVA during landing. The
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repetitive loading from running, hip and quadriceps strengthening from lifting, and the
HEP appear to slightly reduce the KVA. Further, more than half (68.4%) of the athletes
included in the current study are young females, and due to nonmodifiable factors are
more at risk for secondary injury.113,114 Therefore, these data may suggest positive
functional outcomes from UN PT at the time of RTS. A lack of SUP PT visits does not
indicate poor biomechanics that have been identified in previous studies.244,245
In addition to frontal plane motion at the knee, HAA has been suggested to be a
contributing factor to increased dynamic knee valgus, placing strain on the soft tissue
including the ACL.115,154 Increased HAA had small but nonsignificant relationship to
rehabilitation quantity. This is unexpected, however the data from the current study align
with previous HAA reported during a DVJ in an ACLR poulation.97 Interestingly, the
majority of the subjects remained within five degrees of neutral. This may suggest a
reduced risk of injury however, KVA fluctuated and may have been a compensatory
mechanism of force absorption.
This study is not without limitations. Subjects were asked to recall the
rehabilitation quantity throughout each week and may not have remembered correctly.
We did not track the quality of the rehabilitation each subject completed including
exercises, sets, repetitions, and correct form. Additionally, we do not have information on
rehabilitation completed prior to 4-months and after 6-months. Further, we do not know
the protocol subjects were given by their physical therapist. Finally, subjects who
reported increase UN rehabilitation may have been more confident to complete the
rehabilitation protocol on their own, however confidence was not assessed in the current
study. Confidence may be a key barrier or facilitator for rehabilitation after ACLR.
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Future research should include quality of rehabilitation including, but not limited
to, length of workouts, exercises, and quality of the exercises completed. To better
understand late phase rehabilitation, tracking activity between 6 and 9-months may give
more information regarding athlete progress following discharge of SUP PT and prior to
RTS. Additionally, a single limb task may increase difficulty on injured limb for a
smaller chance of compensation upon landing.
5.6 Conclusion
The results from the current study revealed subjects who complete fewer bouts of
SUP PT per week between 4 and 6 months after ACLR, increase the quantity of the HEP,
lower extremity weightlifting, and running. Although there were small relationships
between the biomechanical variables and rehabilitation, the results may suggest that
increased rehabilitation decreases KVA. Therefore, compliance to UN rehabilitation is
critical and fewer supervised PT visits do not indicate poor biomechanics at RTS.
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Table 5.1. Demographic data for the subjects included in this study.
Demographics
Mean ± SD
Sex, n
19
Female
12
Male
7
Age (yrs.)
16.4 ± 2.9
Height (m)
1.70 ± 0.08
Weight (kg)
65.8 ± 11.0
BMI
22.8 ± 3.8
Time from surgery to 4 months (mo.)
4.2 ± 0.3
Time from surgery to 9 months (mo.)
9.4 ± 0.6
Data expressed in mean ± standard deviation (SD), n; sample size, yrs.; years, kg;
kilograms, m; meters, BMI; Body mass index, mo.; months.
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Table 5.2. Rehabilitation Quantity 4 Question Weekly Survey.
1) How many times did you go to PT this week?
2) How many times did you do your home exercises this week?
3) How many times did you run this week?
4) How many times did you work out your legs/lift leg weights outside of
Physical Therapy this week?
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Table 5.3. The average rehabilitation quantity from each week 4-6 months postACLR.
Rehabilitation
Mean ± SD Range
Supervised PT
1.2 ± 0.7
0.0 - 2.9
Non-supervised HEP
3.4 ± 1.8
0.88 - 6.7
Run
1.7 ± 1.4
0.0 - 4.9
Lift
2.3 ± 1.8
0.0 - 6.3
Overall Average
8.3 ± 4.1
2.8 - 18.9
SD; Standard Deviation, PT; Physical Therapy, HEP; Home Exercise Program.
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Table 5.4. Biomechanical variables at peak ground reaction force (GRF) on the
injured limb during the DVJ.
Biomechanics
Mean ± SD
Peak GRF KEM (Nm/kg)
1.6 ± 0.6
-0.2 ± 7.7
Peak GRF Knee Valgus Angle (°)
Peak GRF Hip Adduction Angle (°) 0.7 ± 4.4
SD; Standard deviation, KEM; Knee extensor moment, Nm/kg; Newton meters per
kilogram, °; Angle in degrees.
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Table 5.5. The relationship between all rehabilitation activities from 4-6-months.
PT

Activity

HEP

Run

Lift

PT

HEP

Run

Lift

Correlation
p-value

1

0.09
0.71

-0.27
0.26

-0.11
-0.64

Correlation
p-value

0.09
0.71

1

0.35
0.14

0.6*
0.00

Correlation
p-value

-0.27
0.26

0.35
0.14

1

0.37
0.11

Correlation -0.11
0.6*
0.37
1
p-value -0.64
0.00
0.11
PT; supervised physical therapy, HEP; non-supervised home exercise program. * denotes
significance (p<0.05).
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Table 5.6. The relationship between rehabilitation quantity from 4-6 months to
biomechanical variables at peak ground reaction force (GRF) during a DVJ 9months post-ACLR.
Biomechanical Variable
PT
HEP
Run
Lift
Peak GRF KEM
Correlation -0.20
-0.40
0.1
-0.43
p-value
0.4
0.13
0.75
0.07
Peak GRF Knee Valgus Angle
Correlation -0.04
0.24
0.27
0.19
p-value
0.86
0.34
0.28
0.45
Peak GRF Hip Adduction Angle
Correlation
0.32
0.27
-0.08
0.24
p-value
0.2
0.29
0.76
0.35
PT; Supervised physical therapy, HEP; home exercise program, KEM; knee extensor
moment. * denotes significance (p<0.05).
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Figure 5.1A. The average supervised physical therapy (PT) per week from 4-6months and knee extensor moment (KEM) at peak ground reaction force during a
drop vertical jump (DVJ) at 9-months post-ACLR. 5.1B. The average home exercise
program (HEP) per week from 4-6-months and KEM at peak GRF during a DVJ at
9-months post-ACLR.
A

B

KEM; knee extensor moment, PT; supervised physical therapy, HEP; home exercise
program, Nm/kg; Newton meters per kilogram.
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Chapter 6: The Relationship Between Functional Assessments at 6 Months to
Biomechanics at the Time of Return to Sport
6.1 Abstract
Purpose: To determine readiness to return to sport (RTS) following anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction (ACLR), functional assessments (FA) are completed.
Implementation of FA that are associated with poor biomechanics at the time of RTS may
allow clinicians to better direct rehabilitation. The purpose of the study was to define FA
at 6-months that relate to biomechanics at 9-months post-ACLR. Methods: Nineteen
(13F) subjects completed a FA at 6-months post-ACLR including range of motion
(ROM), a 60-second single leg step down test (SLSD), and a trunk test. At 9-months,
subjects underwent 3D motion analysis while completing a DVJ. Pearson correlations
were used to assess the relationship between the 6-month FA to knee extensor moment
(KEM), knee valgus angle (KVA), and hip adduction angle (HAA) at 9-months. Results:
There was a moderate significant negative relationship between increased knee extension
ROM and increased KEM (r = -0.62). Additionally, a moderate positive relationship
existed between increased step downs on the injured limb during the SLSD and decreased
KVA (r = 0.54). Finally, a moderate positive relationship was observed between
increased errors on the trunk test and increased HAA (r = 0.60). Conclusion: Subjects
who displayed increased knee extension ROM, more step downs, and fewer errors on the
trunk test demonstrated better performance on the DVJ at RTS. Implementing the
clinically applicable tools utilized in the current study may better arm clinicians to guide
their patients prior to RTS.
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6.2 Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is a common sports injury in younger
athletes with high risk of potentially poor outcomes and secondary injury.11,25,43 Athletes
aim to return to sport (RTS) following the restoration of knee stability.172 However, rates
of RTS are relatively low following ACL reconstruction (ACLR).55,177,247 The increased
risk of poor clinician-based outcomes may be due to deficits that remain at the time of
RTS.20,83,174,176,178
Emphasis has been placed on functional assessments (FA) using objective
measures to assess athlete’s readiness to RTS. Current test batteries consist of hop
testing, a measure of quadriceps strength, and a self-reported outcome measure.4,8,89
Although single leg hop tests can be a valuable benchmark for recovery, it is difficult to
derive meaning from the asymmetries.21,61 However, the American Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgeons183 (AAOS) and current literature4,8,89,180 recommends a multicriteria assessment that are not often included in the most common RTS batteries. These
criteria include range of motion, trunk stability, and quadriceps function.4,183 A novel test
battery that can identify specific deficits is necessary for a safe RTS. However, little is
known about the relationship between novel clinician-based FA, such as the trunk
stability test, and dynamic movement patterns.
Abnormal biomechanics are implicated in the risk of second ACL injury and poor
knee outcomes. Altered movement patterns have been identified in dynamic tasks
including double and single limb jumping tasks at the time of RTS including increased
knee valgus, asymmetric sagittal plane motion, and altered postural stability.11,92
Although these risk factors have been identified, biomechanical analysis are not feasible
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in most clinical settings. Recently, clinically applicable measures have been introduced to
screen athletes for risk factors prior to RTS.7,92,248 However, a test battery has yet to be
created that identify factors that are indicated both in the literature and AAOS. It is
unknown if novel clinician-based FA can identify biomechanical asymmetries at the time
of RTS.
The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between FA, including
range of motion (ROM), the 60-second single leg step down test (SLSD), and trunk
stability test at six months and knee biomechanics at the time of RTS following ACLR.
We hypothesize that subjects with fewer deficits on the FA at six months will
demonstrate increased knee extensor moment (KEM), decreased knee valgus angle, and
hip adduction angle at nine months during a drop vertical jump (DVJ) task.
6.3 Methods
Design
A prospective cohort study design was used to identify the relationship between FA at 6months post-ACLR and knee biomechanics after primary ACLR. The biomechanical
variables of interest were KEM, knee valgus angle (KVA), and hip adduction angle
(HAA).
Participants
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board and informed consent
was obtained from all participants and guardians (if applicable) before testing.
Demographic data was collected from all subjects including height and weight (Table
6.1). Nineteen young subjects who recently underwent ACLR and intend on returning to
jumping, cutting, and pivoting competitive sports (level 1 or 2) were recruited to
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participate in this study. Seventeen subjects had a bone patellar tendon bone autograft
(BPTB) and two subjects had a hamstring autograft. All subjects underwent ACLR from
one of three surgeons from the same orthopedic practice. Subjects between the ages of 12
and 30 who had no history of ACL injury or history of bilateral lower extremity surgery
were included in this study. Patients were excluded if they did not intend on returning to
level 1 or 2 sports, had a body mass index (BMI) over 30, or sustained a knee dislocation
or other ligamentous injury at the time of injury that was surgically repaired.
Procedures
Subjects completed three FA at 6 months post-ACLR that included the 60-second
single leg step down test, trunk test, and knee ROM. At 9-months, subjects completed a
biomechanical assessment during a DVJ.
Instrumentation
Range of motion: Passive knee extension and flexion were measured. Subjects
were positioned supine on a treatment table with a foam bolster placed under the heel of
the test leg. The investigator identified the joint line and made a small mark. The
goniometer was placed at the knee joint, using the greater trochanter and lateral malleoli
as points of placement for the angle measurement. For knee flexion, the subject was
asked to bend their knee as far as possible, ensuring the patients hip remained on the
table. ROM was measured one time for each direction, for both limbs, and included in the
data analysis.
SLSD test: Subjects performed the SLSD test on an 8-inch wooden box. For a
successful trial, subjects stood on the box, and descended the box moving into a singlelimb stance, and performed a squat which required the heel of the free leg to contact a
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scale on the floor to confirm a successful trial. After which, subjects were instructed to
return to the start position following contact with the scale by extending the stance limb
and repeating. Subjects were required to contact the scale but not exceed 10% of body
weight to prevent weight transfer off the stance limb. Subjects were instructed to return to
the start position following contact with the scale. Subjects were asked to complete as
many step-downs as possible in 60 seconds. Step-downs were not counted if the subject
did not contact the scale, transferred greater than 10% of body weight onto their free
limb, or did not fully return to the starting position. The total number of step downs
completed for the reconstructed limb were included in the data analysis.
Trunk test: Subjects sat on a 20-inch Fitterfirst balance board (Fitter
International Inc., Calgary, Canada) on top of a treatment table, with a board placed
between the balance board and the table to provide a hard, flat testing surface. Subjects
were asked to sit on the board with their feet off the ground, ankles crossed, and arms
crossed over their chest. The subjects were instructed to maintain seated balance on the
board, keeping it as level as possible without coming out of the test position. A rater
observed each trial for testing errors, which included the edge of the balance board
contacting the hard surface, arms or legs uncrossing, or eyes opening. If multiple errors
occurred in rapid succession without the subject regaining balance, only one error was
recorded. If the subject lost balance, they were instructed to regain balance as quickly as
possible, using their hands to help steady the balance board before returning to the
original test position. Testing consisted of a one-minute adjustment period followed by 330 second trials with the eyes closed. The score for each trial was the total number of
errors completed and the average between the 3 trials was used for data analysis.
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3-Dimensional Motion Analysis at RTS
A 12-camera motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corp, Santa Rosa, CA)
capture three-dimensional data at 200 Hz. Ground reaction forces were collected on a
force plate at 1200 Hz (Bertec, Columbus, OH). To minimize the influence of footwear,
all subjects wore neutral running shoes (New Balance 662; New Balance Athletic Shoe
Inc., Boston, MA). Each subject was fitted with a 52 reflective marker set on his or her
lower extremity and trunk to track segmental motion during a drop vertical jump (DVJ).
Twenty-seven of the markers were placed on anatomical landmarks including sternal
notch, spinous process of C7,bilateral superior acromion processes, bilateral superior iliac
crests, posterior L5/S1 vertebral joint, bilateral greater trochanters, bilateral medial and
lateral distal femurs, bilateral medial and lateral distal proximal tibias, bilateral medial
and lateral malleoli, bilateral first and fifth metatarsal heads, and bilateral distal foot.
Sixteen tracking markers were attached including four rigid plates secured to bilateral
thigh and shank with four markers on each plate. Three tracking markers identifying
proximal, distal and lateral heels were secured to the rear foot of each shoe. Additional
tracking markers were placed on the right anterior thigh and shank, and second metatarsal
head for identification of right side. A static trial was completed to align the subject to the
lab coordinate system. The subject was positioned on a 31-cm box and completed three
trials. Each subject dropped off the box to land with one foot on separate platforms, then
executed a maximal effort vertical jump to land on the force plates.
Visual 3D software (C-motion, Germantown, MD) was used to calculate joint
angles and moments during both the DVJ. Initial contact was identified when the vertical
ground reaction force (GRF) first exceeded 10 Newtons. Initial contact to the lowest
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point of the center of mass was defined as the landing phase. Angles and moment data
were calculated from initial contact though the landing phase for the three DVJ trials.
Kinematic data were filtered at 12 Hz and force data was filtered at 12 Hz using a lowpass Butterworth filter. The moments were normalized by body mass. The angles and
moments were extracted using a custom MATLAB code (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA)
at peak GRF.
Statistical Analysis
Using SPSS Statistics Version 25 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL), Pearson Moment
Correlation Coefficients were calculated to assess the individual relationships between
the 6-month FA (SLSD, trunk test, and knee ROM) to 9-month biomechanics (KEM,
KVA, and HAA). Statistical significance was defined as p ≤ 0.05. Correlation
coefficients were interpreted as r < 0.3 as small, 0.3 < r < 0.69 as moderate, and r > 0.70
as high.
6.4 Results
The mean and standard deviations for both the FA and biomechanical variables
are shown in Tables 6.2-6.3. The relationships between the biomechanical variables and
FA are shown in Table 6.4. The results show a moderate relationship between increased
KEM and greater knee extension ROM. Further, there was a moderate relationship
between the SLSD for the injured limb and knee valgus during the DVJ, subjects that
completed more step downs had decreased knee valgus during the DVJ. In addition, there
was a moderate relationship between the trunk test and HAA during the DVJ. Subjects
who had more errors on the trunk test had an increased HAA during the DVJ. Increased
performance on the FA at 6-months, indicates safer biomechanics during the DVJ at 9-
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months post-ACLR. Scatterplots show the relationships between the three significant FA
and biomechanics (p< 0.05) (Figure 6.1 A-C).
6.5 Discussion
The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between 6-month FA
to biomechanics at the time of RTS. Our hypothesis was confirmed that those with better
scores on the FA demonstrated a safer landing pattern at RTS. Implementing the clinical
assessments from the current study at 6-months may give clinicians and athletes valuable
information regarding their projected function and performance at RTS.
This study determined that subjects with greater extension had a higher KEM at
RTS. Six months following ACLR, some subjects were struggling to achieve full
extension ROM as they were unable to achieve zero degrees of extension. Within the first
month following ACLR, the goal is to regain full flexion and extension ROM.38 Minor
loses in knee extension have been reported to negatively affect quadriceps strength.35,75
As the KEM is a product of quadriceps function, a lack of full knee extension may have
caused a lower knee moment. In addition to a lower KEM, 89% of the subjects had a
BPTB graft. This graft has been associated with decreased quadriceps strength249 and
increased anterior knee pain34,36 that may have added to a lack of full extension, and
therefore contributed to a reduced KEM. Knee ROM is critical to measure not only early
post-ACLR but throughout all of rehabilitation.
Few studies have determined the relationship between the SLSD and performance
during dynamic activities and strength assessments.61,62 Subjects in the current study who
completed more step downs exhibited less knee valgus during landing at the time of RTS.
The SLSD has been previously correlated to hip muscle weakness62 which has been
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identified as a contributing factor to knee collapse during landing.150,201 Further, the
average number of step downs for healthy individuals is 40,62 only 26% of subjects were
able to achieve 40 or more step downs at 6-months post-ACLR. A limitation to the SLSD
is the lack of a quality of motion assessment. However, the relationship between the
SLSD and KVA suggests that the number of step downs successfully completed may be a
clinically applicable way to assess both dynamic quadriceps function and quality of
motion prior to RTS.
Poor trunk control has been associated with lower extremity injuries including
increased risk of ACL injury.155,201 Numerous tests of core endurance have been
described for assessing stability in athletic populations.63,67,68,250 The control needed for
the test may also be required for sporting activities when an athlete’s body falls outside
the base of support.146 The trunk test described in the current study was used to determine
stability of the trunk. Interestingly, subjects with more errors on the trunk test would go
on to perform the DVJ with increased HAA. The result aligns with a previous study
performed during a dynamic cutting task in healthy individuals.251 We believe that a
relationship exists, as subjects landed from the box, their hips likely collapsed to
compensate for the lack of trunk control. This may suggest the need for core
strengthening and perturbation training to better control the trunk and upper extremity at
RTS.
This study is not without limitations. The low sample size in the current study did
not allow for additional analysis or calculation of cutoff scores at 6 months to predict 9month biomechanics. The functional assessment battery did not include a measure of
quadriceps or hip strength directly, which may have further elucidated the biomechanics
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during the DVJ. The current study did not examine self-reported outcome scores that may
have affected performance. Additionally, many investigators administered the
assessments over time and therefore may have affected the results. However, all
examiners were trained by the primary investigator.
Future research should include more subjects and a measure of hip and quadriceps
strength/function. The functional assessments should be repeated at 9-months to better
understand how subjects improve over time. A longitudinal study may be used to
determine which subjects go on to sustain a secondary injury based on their FA scores
and biomechanical performance. Additionally, including a single limb task may increase
the difficulty on the injured limb for a lower chance of compensation upon landing.
6.6 Conclusion
The results from the current study revealed that FA administered at 6-months are
moderately correlated at 9-months. Each assessment may suggest a different aspect of
recovery that can be addressed prior to RTS. Subjects with less extension, fewer step
downs, and more errors on the trunk test demonstrated worse performance during the
DVJ. This suggests the subjects may be at an increased risk of injury at the time of RTS.
Implementing the clinically applicable tools utilized in the current study may better arm
clinicians to guide their patients prior to RTS.
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Table 6.1. Demographic information for all subjects included in the study.
Demographics
Mean ± SD
Sex, n
19
Female
13
Male
6
Age (yrs.)
16.37 ± 3.42
Weight (kg)
64.98 ± 9.17
Height (m)
1.70 ± 0.08
BMI
22.77 ± 2.93
TSS to 6 months (mo.) 6.38 ± 0.47
TSS to 9 months (mo.) 9.32 ± 0.63
SD; standard deviation, yrs.; years, kg; kilograms, m; meters, TSS; time since surgery,
mo.; months.
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Table 6.2. Functional assessment scores for the trunk and injured limb 6-months
post-ACLR.
Functional Assessments
Mean ± SD
Trunk Test
5.19 ± 1.10
ROM Extension
-3.32 ± 4.44
ROM Flexion
140.47 ± 8.02
SLSD Inj.
29.11 ± 13.33
SD; standard deviation, ROM; range of motion, Ext; Extension, Flex; Flexion, SLSD;
single leg step down test, Inj.; injured limb.
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Table 6.3. Biomechanical variable averages during the drop vertical jump 9-months
post-ACLR.
Biomechanical Variables
Mean ± SD
Peak GRF KEM (Nm/kg)
1.57 ± 0.57
Peak GRF Knee Valgus Angle (°)
0.51 ± 7.99
Peak GRF Hip Adduction Angle (°) 0.84 ± 4.31
SD; standard deviation, GRF; ground reaction force, Nm/kg; Newton meters per
kilogram, °; angles in degrees.
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Table 6.4. The relationship between the functional tests at 6 months to
biomechanical variables at 9 months.
Functional Tests

KEM

Knee Valgus
Angle

Hip Adduction
Angle

Trunk Test
Correlation -0.17
-0.17
0.60*
p-value 0.51
0.52
0.01
Flexion ROM
Correlation 0.15
0.23
-0.02
p-value 0.55
0.36
0.93
Extension ROM
Correlation -0.62*
-0.37
0.12
p-value 0.01
0.13
0.65
SLSD Injured
Correlation -0.02
0.54*
-0.18
p-value 0.94
0.02
0.48
KEM; Knee extensor moments, ROM; range of motion, Sym.; Symmetry, SLSD single
leg step down test. * denotes statistical significance p<0.05.
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Figure 6.1. Scatterplots between functional assessments at 6-months to
biomechanical variables at 9-months post-ACLR.
A

B

C

ROM; Range of motion, KEM; knee extensor moment, GRF; ground reaction force.
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Chapter 7: Summary
Purpose, Aims, and Hypothesis
The purposes of this dissertation were to determine current return to sport (RTS) test
batteries in the literature and define the relationship between psychological and
functional factors that influence biomechanics at the time of RTS. These studies were
designed to address the following aims and hypotheses:
1. To report the RTS test batteries in the literature following primary ACLR and
examine how the batteries align with the American Academy of Orthopedic
Surgeons (AAOS).
Hypothesis: A combination of functional and patient reported outcome
(PRO) assessments would be observed however, no study would align
with the AAOS.
2. To determine the relationship between 4-month PROs, the International Knee
Documentation Committee (IKDC) and ACL- Return to Sport After Injury (ACLRSI) scale with lower extremity biomechanics during a DVJ.
Hypothesis: Subjects with increased scores on the IKDC and ACL-RSI
will demonstrate and increased knee extensor moment (KEM), decreased
knee valgus angle (KVA), and decreased hip adduction angle (HAA).
3. To define the relationship between rehabilitation quantity, supervised and
unsupervised (SUP and UN), between 4-6-months post-ACLR to lower extremity
biomechanics during a DVJ at the time of RTS.
Hypothesis: Subjects who complete more overall rehabilitation 4-6 months
post-ACLR will demonstrate increased KEM, decreased KVA, and
decreased HAA during a DVJ at the time of RTS.
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4. To explore the relationship between 6-month functional assessment (FA) to 9months lower extremity biomechanics during DVJ at the time of RTS.
Hypothesis: Subjects with fewer deficits on the FA at six months will
demonstrate increased KEM, decreased KVA, and HAA during a DVJ at
the time of RTS.
Summary of Findings
The summary of findings for each specific aim are presented below. The findings include
the following:
1. To report the RTS test batteries in the literature following primary ACLR and
examine how the batteries align with the AAOS.
Findings: The hypothesis was supported. Of the 45 included articles, a
combination of hop tests, quadriceps strength, and one PRO were utilized to
assess RTS. However, none of the RTS criteria met all seven criteria from the
AAOS.
2. To determine the relationship between 4-month PROs and to lower extremity
biomechanics including KEM, KVA, and HAA during a DVJ at the time of RTS.
Findings: The hypothesis was not supported. Scores on the IKDC and ACL-RSI
were not associated with KEM, KVA, or HAA. Though, a large amount of
variability existed within the PROs and biomechanical variables which suggest
the need for individualized treatment plans.
3. To quantify rehabilitation, SUP and UN, between 4-6-months post-ACLR and
determine the relationship to lower extremity biomechanics during a DVJ at the
time of RTS.
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Findings: Our hypothesis was not supported. On average, post-ACLR patients
completed 8 ± 4 bouts of rehabilitation per week. There were small nonsignificant relationships between running and lifting to SUP physical therapy
(PT). There were no significant relationships between rehabilitation categories
from 4-6-months and biomechanics at 9-months. However, small nonsignificant
relationships existed between HEP, running, and lifting to a decreased KVA.
4. To explore the relationship between 6-month FA to 9-month lower extremity
biomechanics during DVJ at the time of RTS.
Findings: Our hypothesis was supported. Subjects with increased knee extension
ROM, who were able to complete more step downs, and had fewer errors on the
trunk test demonstrated an increased KEM, decreased KVA, and decreased HAA,
respectively. Subjects who performed better on the FA at 6-months, demonstrated
safer lower extremity biomechanics at the time of RTS.
Synthesis of Results and Future Research Implications
Several conclusions and implications for future research can be made on the results of
these studies.
1. The test batteries in the current literature show high variability and a lack of
essential components necessary for RTS according to the AAOS guidelines and
current literature. No study met the guideline suggesting a disconnect between the
recommendations and reports in the literature. Future work should identify
components that are associated to injury risk and can be implemented in a clinical
setting. This should include evidence-based paradigms that support a consensus
test battery to identify athletes at an increased risk of poor movement patterns and
secondary injury risk prior to RTS.
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2. We did not observe significant relationships between those with higher overall
self-reported function and less fear with a safer landing strategy at 9-months postACLR. However, we applied a previously identified cutoff score57 to our sample.
Interestingly, 50% of our subjects were above the cut-off score and 50% were
below the cut-off score. This previously identified cut-off score is indicative of
RTS post-ACLR. While these data were collected at 4-months post-ACLR, it is
unknown how these data are related to RTS outcomes. However, this did not
relate to any biomechanical variables at 9-months. Future research should include
more subjects and explore additional factors at 4-months that may influence
functional outcomes and RTS at 9-months. Secondly, for the purposes of this
study, the participants completed a double-limb DVJ. Future research should
consider a single limb task to decrease the potential for compensation. Finally, a
longitudinal study should be used to assess subjects for at least two years to
determine who went on to sustain a secondary injury.
3. We defined the amount of rehabilitation subjects complete from 4-6-months
post-ACLR, which is a critical time for activity increases that include running,
jumping, and cutting. Although not significant, the relationship between UN
rehabilitation and knee valgus angle may suggest that increased compliance to
UN rehabilitation is critical, and fewer SUP PT visits does not indicate poor
biomechanical outcomes. Future research should assess the quality of SUP and
UN rehabilitation exercises and duration. To better understand late phase
rehabilitation, future research should also consider tracking quantity from 6-9months after SUP PT discharge as this time may be critical to biomechanics at the
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time of RTS. Additionally, confidence may be a critical factor for completion of
rehabilitation, which should be assessed further when determining rehabilitation
quantity. Finally, a single limb task may have further elucidated differences
during the biomechanical assessment.
4. Increased functional performance at 6-months is significantly related to
biomechanics at 9-months. These assessments identify specific deficits in function
that can be addressed prior to RTS and suggest an increased risk of injury at RTS.
Implementing clinically applicable tools may better arm clinicians to guide
patients prior to the time of RTS. Future research should include assessments of
quadriceps and hip strength. Additionally, the FA should be repeated at 9 months
to better understand how subjects improve over time. Finally, a longitudinal study
should be used to determine the predictability of the FA on secondary ACL
injuries.
Conclusions
This dissertation determined the current RTS test batteries and impact of
clinically applicable psychological and functional assessments early in rehabilitation to
biomechanics at the time of RTS. Previous research has repeatedly demonstrated that
athletes are not psychologically or functionally ready to RTS by 9 months.10,51
Additionally, no consensus exists on the best, evidence-based test battery for athletes
prior to RTS. Our results did not demonstrate that early overall self-reported function and
fear were related to poor biomechanics, though the scores reported in the current study
were below the average reported in the literature.19,51 This is of concern, as these scores
could be a projection of potential failure to demonstrate confidence during dynamic
activity at RTS.
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In addition to psychological recovery, the quantity of rehabilitation matters at
critical time points post-ACLR, 4-6-months. Previous literature reports improved
functional performance with increased compliance to rehabilitation.242,243 However, at a
time when activity increases, subjects reported an average of one visit of SUP PT per
week. By having fewer visits, our data indicate subjects increased the amount of UN
rehabilitation. A trend appeared to form between the UN rehabilitation and a lower KVA,
which suggests more rehabilitation may reduce deficits at the time of RTS. These results
demonstrate the importance of home exercises and educating athletes with a desire to
RTS that completion of home exercises is critical to improved biomechanics and
therefore, decreased secondary injury risk.
Finally, the results show that the assessments implemented in this study
successfully related to biomechanics at 9-months. Each specific test assesses a different
aspect of function that can be addressed prior to RTS. This study demonstrates that
clinically applicable tools can be used as a surrogate measure of biomechanics without
the use of a motion capture system and thus, injury risk. In summary, it appears that
assessments of physical function may better guide rehabilitation for safer movement
patterns and potentially lower injury risk at the time of RTS.
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